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CHAPTER I

THE EARLY BAOKGROUND OF OATHOLIO LIBRZRIES.

1

THE EARLY BACKGROUND OF CATHOLIC LIBRARIES

I.
Catholic Libraries Closely Related to Catholic Education
This thesis has for its aim to trace the development of Catholic
School libraries in the United States.

But to do that with any clearness,

it is necessary to indicate something of the historic background against
which that development took place.

The Catholic school library was never

an isolated unit, for both in its origins and in its growth, it has been
an instrument in the vast scheme of Catholic education.

Inasmuch as its

character has been determined by the definite purposes of Catholic education,
its history can be grasped only through constant reference to Catholic
principles.

Indeed, the same assertion may be made of the 'relatively

few Catholic libraries in the United States which cannot be called school
libraries; such as the parish libraries, sodality libraries, or some of
the other libraries intended 'for public use.

Always there has been a

distinctive spirit in our Catholic libraries, a character which ultimately
derives from the Catholic Church itself.
At the same time, it must be remembered that Catholic schools and
Catholic school libraries in the United States have developed in the midst
of a culture and civilization which is not Catholic.

While it is true

that Catholics discovered America and that they established the first
oolonies in the Western World, it is equally certain that the part of
Amerioa which became, at the close of the eighteenth century the United
States, had very little of Catholic influence in its development.

Even

the Catholic colony of Maryland fell under Protestant control in 1652,

2

I

.

and_ was notorious for its persecuting exclusion of all things Oatholic •
'

Hence, this sketch of Oatholic school libraries will have to keep in mind
that other portion of the historical background, the overwhelming

Protes~

tant ajority in the population of the United States, the tremendous influence of numbers, money, and prestige

....

wor~~ng

toward an aim in schools

and in libraries which is not the Oatholic aim.
With this general outline in mind, it is not hard to see that the
development of Oatholic school libraries has

b~n

rather a complicated

affair; that the Catholic library has necessarily followed the fortune
of the Oatholic school, and that the school has been buffeted about not
a little by the intricate circumstances of life in the midst of a majority
religiously hostile to Oatholic principles.
we shall see in some detail.
mention just these few:

'Nhat those circumstances were,

But it may guide us a little on the ,way, to

the comparative poverty of the Oatholic population,

their resultant timidity and lack of initiative, a tendency to be overawed
by the apparent vigor and obvious wealth of non-Catholic schools and li-

".,

braries, the assertion of leadership in school and library matters by the
~ominant

non-Oatholic majority.

That such facts as these inevitably affect-

ed the development of Oatholic school libraries will be abundantly evident.
For instance, it is not the fault of the Jesuits, but it is due to these
H:>oregoing ciroumstances, that Maryland is not able to contest with Massa-

...

chusette the honor of having founded the first American college; for as

~.

Scharf, J. Thomas. History of Maryland.
1879. Vol.l:2l5.

Baltimore: John B. Piet,

;:

.,......'--------------------------------------------------------------------------~
~

early as 1640, w~en only four settlements had been formed, the question

.'

of establishing a college was discussed by members of the Jesuit Order in
1

Maryland with their superiors.

Writing to the Superior of the Haryland

Mission on September 15, 1640, the Superior-General of the Jesuits said:
The hope of establishing a college wl1ic}1 you hold forth,
I embrace with pleasure; and shall no~~elay my sanction
to the p1an,when it shall have reached maturity.2
The United States of America came into existence as a political unit
in 1789, vlhen the constitution Vias adopted.

TI+at year significantly also

marks the foundation of the first Oatholic university in the United States.

~

A year later, John Oarroll was consecrated as the first Oatholic Bishop
in the United States, and his diocese was the whole of the new nation.
But in that vast diocese he reckoned the Oatholic people as less than one
in a hundred, about )0,000 in a population of ),200,000,4 scattered from
Maine to Georgia, and from the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi.

That

new nation had its established traditions, its historical temper and culture; and these traditions and this culture were not merely non-Catholic,
they were rather violently anti-Catholic.

There had been anti-Oatholic

laws in all of the colonies; there was an anti-Oatholic spirit in all of
them.

The Oatholic population was not merely small, but was poorly or-

ganized, inadequately supplied with priests.
they did not

~et

Yet to their eternal credit,

their handicaps prevent them from conducting Oatholic

schools.

1. Records-American Oatholic Historical Society, '101.11: 185.
2. United States Catholic Fagazine, Vol.7:~-80.
). Georgetown College Oatalogue, 19~2-)~. Introduction.
4. Shea, J.G. American Oatholic Quarterly Review, 1876, Vol.l:148.

~.

4
catholic educational activity, in fact, came with the mission!;y.
And the missionary either brought with him or soon acquired the nucleus
of a Catholic library.

Naturally, the first schools were intended for

the instruction of the Indians, and, with the Spanish priests, were part
of the mission establishment.

There were many elementary schools for the

natives scattered through the pueblos of New Mexico.

The work of founding

these schools was begun in 1598, the year in which Don Juan de O~te conquered and took possession of the country for the King of Spain. l

Onate's

force, which set out from Mexico early in that year, included seven Franciscan friars.

As the expedition advanced northward into New Mexico and

took possession of the country, the Franciscan fathers were installed in
the ohief towns of the tribes, and churches were erected, as well as
or dwelling-houses for the friars and attached to each convent or adjacent
to it was usually built a schoo1. 2 NOw, wherever priests or nuns go to
found schools, books are sure to accompany or follow them.
The Franciscan missionaries in Florida had established schools in
~

1606,

twenty-seven years before the first non-Catholic, the school of

the Dutch Reformed Church in New York established in

4

l6~~,

the oldest

sohool in the original colonies.
Among the Indians of Maine, a school \vas considered about 1640 by
French Capuchins who were laboring in that region.

Of special interest

1. ?"n1~ ~·d't. J H.H. Arizona and New Mexico. New York: 1889. l24p.
2. Helps, ~ir Arthur. The Spanish Conquest in America. Oleveland,
Clarke, 1900. Vol.~;209.
• Shea, J.G. History of the Catholic Church in the United States. New
York, 1892. Vo1.l:160.
• Report of the Bureau of Education, Washington, D.C. 190~, Vol.l:555.

~.

----------------------------------------------------~5~

in connection with this institution is the fact that Richelieu took an
active interest in its proposed establishment and transferred to the Oapuchin fathers certain property rights, in order to secure its permanent
1

endowment.
At Kaskaskia, Illinois, schools were established at an early date
by the Jesuits.

Oharlevoix, who visited Kaskaskia in 1721, found four

Jesuits there in charge of a thriving French settlement and two Indian
2

Here the Indian boys were taught to read, write, sing and work

schools.

at some trade; the girls besides learning to read and write, were taught
to sew, knit and embroider.

~

In Louisiana, Governor Bienville, founder of the city of New Orleans,
arranged for bringing over the Oapuchin friars to teach the children of
the city.

Two Oapuchins came from France in 1722, and opened a school

4
for boys.

In the year 1727 ten Ursulines from various convents of the

Order in France set sail at l'Orient in a ship called the Gironde for New
Orleans.

This band of Sisters was first of the professional elementary
5

school teachers to come to the United States.
Saint Louis had a resident priest soon after its foundation in 1764,
so also did Sainte Genevieve, near by.

l.

2.

3.
4.
5.

In both places schools were soon.

Shea, J.G. Ope cit., Vol.l:237.
Oharlevoix Journal, October, 1721. Vol.6:l39.
Vlisconsin Historical Oollections. Vo1.5:2~7.
Records of the American Oatholic Historical Society, Vo1.1:129.
Fay, Edwin Whitfield. Histor of Education in Louisiana. Oircular
of Information No.1, 189.
A United States Bureau of Education. l24p.

"-"
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1

established in which dhildren were taught the simple fundamentals.
The tide of western immigration brought many Catholics to Kentucky.
They came chiefly from Maryland, and were descendants of Lord Baltimore's
colonists.

Catholics were among the first settlers in Kentucky, and a

Catholic established the first Kentucky schools.

Among the Catholic em-

igrants who came from Maryland in 1775, were William Coones and his wife.
They settled at Harrod' sTo,vn, and Mrs. Coomes opened a school for the
education of the children.

This was the first school established within
2

the limits of the present state of Kentucky.
Catholic schools sprang spontaneously from the development of Catholic life.

There was a direct connection between the growth of the Church

and the expansion of her educational needs calling into existence the e1ementary parish schools, academies for girls, colleges, and seminaries
for the education of the clergy.

The school movement kept pace with the

growth and organization of the Church, and the convent, the monastery,
the rectory, and, frequently, the sodality, housed the beginning of a
Catholic school library.
Catholic schools in the United States did not develop in haphazard
fashion, influenced only by the preferences and ambitions of local cammunities.

The lead in the organization of schools was taken, from the

beginning, by the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.

The canonical assem-

hly of the members of the hierarchy, known as the First Provincial Council
of Baltimore, was held in 1829.

1.
2.

The provincial council ordered the estab-

Scharf, J.Thomas. History of St. Louis. Phil., Everts 00., 188;. 82;p.
Spalding, M.J. Sketches of the Early Catholic Missions of Kentucky.
Louisville: 1884. 24p.

~
----------------------------~-----------------------~7
1
~chools.

lishment of Catholic

.'

The aim of the Bishops, 1866, of the Sec-

ond Plenary Council of Baltimore, was to have a school organized \7ith every
church, but the scarcity of tea.chers and the poverty of the missions made
this impossible.
I

In 18aLt, however, at the Third Plenary Oouncil of Balti-

more, they were able to order that:
Near each church, where it dOGS not yet exist, a
parish school is to be erected within two years from the
promulgation of this Oouncil and is to be maintained in
'perpetuum' unless the bishop, on account of grave difficulties, judge that a postponement be allowed. 2
The decrees of the Oouncil put the seal of ecclesiastical approval
on the rapidly developing Oatholic school system; set forth definite Oatholic principles in education; and commanded the organization of Catholic
schools.
New problems were springing up as the result of the growth and organization of the schools.
expense.

The solution of these problems meant increased

Most of the early Catholic settlers were poor, and unassisted

they could not

~ave

carried the financial burden of building the needed

schools and churches.

Financial assistance was received from two associ-

ations founded in Europe.

The first was the Association for

th~

Propaga-

tion of the Faith, organized at Lyons in 1822, largely througb the influence of Bishop DuBourg; and the other was the Leopoldinin-Stiftung, or

1.
2.

Conciliorum Provincialium et Plenari! Baltimorensium Decreta. Baltimore:185;. No.;;.
Conci1ii P1enarii Ba1timorensis Tertii Acta et Decreta. Baltimore:
John Murphy and Company, 1886. CIX: ;21p.

Ii

pr
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Association for Aiding Missions, formed at Vienna through the efforts of
1

Vicar-General Rese of Cincinnati.

~

Europe sent to the Catholics of the

United States not merely money, but also mmterous contributions of valuable books from the colleges of Europe; thus was formed the nucleus of
2

many of our Catholic school libraries,

the histories of which will be

given in a later chapter.
Catholic education in the United States includes religious training
as one of its primary aims.

An outlook upon eternity inspired the found-

ing of schools from the earliest days and today justifies their continuance.

In consequence of this fact, in every school, from the primary

grades to the university, the curriculum provides for instruction in the
teachings of the Oatholic religion and for that training in religious
practice which is its counterpart.

Religion dominates the school.

It is

the basis of all moral instruction, the foundation upon which character
is built.

Why should it be surprising that it dominated such book col-

lactions as were to become the nucleus of Oatholic libraries?

In this

connection it must be remembered that practically all the schools established prior to 1800, Oatholic or non-Oatholic, were in the hands of religious authorities.

Denominational and dogmatic religious doctrines

were taught along with secular knowledge.

Protestants as well as Oath-

olics were firm in the belief that religious instruction in the school

1.
2.

Shea, J.G. Ope cit. Vol. ,:)61, 6,0-6".
Rhees, "HilHam J. Manual of Public Libraries.
1859. 246p.

Philadelphia: Lippincott,

r:------------------------------~9
."as the best means of insuring the virtuous up-bringing of their children.
ilhen the first secularist, state-controlled

II

common" free schools

1

'\'Iare opened in

~,~assachusetts

in 18;9,

Oatholics had three universities,

fifteen colleges, thirty-eight academies, seven training schools for teach2

ere, and three hundred elementary schools in the United Statee.
Horace Mann is, with justice, looked upon as the founder of the American public school system.

Fundamental to his concept of State schools

in the United States was the exclusion of all

re1~gious

teaching.

He was

not hostile to religion; he merely considered that it had no place in the
Bchool.

The aim set before the public schools was concerned exclusively

with this life.

It sincerely claimed to be a high moral aim, with the

formation of "a good citizen" as its goal.

The measure and sanction of

that aim came, not from God, but from the State.

To Oatholic principles,

such an,aim is most imperfect, and is ultimately doomed to failure •. The.
Catholic school also envisages "good citizenship" as one of its products,
but seeks to build that character of good citizenship upon one's duty to
God, from whom the State derives its authority.

The Church rejects the

narrow, secularism of the public school system as an importation from the
rationalists and materialists of Continental Europe, and as consequently
hostile to the spirit which animated the founders of our nation, as we
note from the words of Washington himself:

1.
2.

Cubber1y, Ellwood P. Public Education in the United States.
Houghton, 1919. 29lff.
Catholic Almanac for 18;9.

Chicago:

-

10
Of all dispositions and habits which lead to political
prosperity, religion and morality are indispensible
~
supports. • •• Whatevermay be conceded to the influence
of refined education on minds of peculiar structure;
reason and experience both forbid us to expect that
national morality can prevail.in exclusion of religious
principle. l
Again, the Ordinance of 1787 declares:
Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary
to good government and the happiness of mankind,
schools and the means of education shall be forever
encouraged. 2
The public school of today disregards the necessity of religion in

the school, as seen by the principles of its founder, Horace Mann.
There is, therefore, a contrast and opposition between Catholic and
public schools, not merely in organization and administration, not merely
in the matter of religious instruct.ion, but in essential character and aimj
an opposition which must necessarily affeot many of the details of school
procedure.
Consequently, from 18;8 onward, there were to be two school systems
in the United states: the public school system, under the control of individual states, supported by taxes levied on all citizens alike; and the
private school system, still chiefly under control of separate religious
bodies, of which the Catholic Church was only one.

All the schools grew

in numbers, in closer organization, in wealth of buildings and equipmenti

1.

2.

Washington l s Farewell Address.
Northwest Ordinance of 1787. (Harper's Encyclopedia ,of U.S. History.
New York, 1902. Vol.7=;4.)

11

bUt the public schools soon outstripped the othere.

By 1880, there were,

1

for instance,

.' 2

3,479 Catholio schools, with an enrollment of 42;,)85;

;

whereas the public schools numbered 178,122,

,

4

with an enrollment of

By the close of the nineteenth century the disp'roportion had
5
6
become much greater: 4,672 Catholic schools, with 1,055,632 pupils, in

9,867,505.

7
contrast with 248,279 public schools,

8
with 15,,50;,110 pupils.

This material preponderance gave to the public school system a prestige and weight of influence which was very notable.

It gave the public

schools a sort of tacit leadership in setting the educational tone of the
country.

In proportion as the curriculum and method adopted in the public

schools were inevitably reflected in Oatholic and other private schools,
so, too , did they influence to a greater or less extent the method and
content of the school library.

1.10reover, the Catholic schools of the

United states at no time enrolled all the Catholic children of school age.
For instance, in 1900, only ;0% of Catholic children were in Catholic
9
10
.
schools, about;5% in 19;0.
That meant that the ideals, views, attitudes toward life and education, which are distinctive of Catholic culture,

Oatholic Directory for 1880.
Ibid.
;. Statistical Abstract of the United States, Washington, D.C. 1929:107.
4. Ibid.
5. Official Catholic Directory for 1900.
6. Ibid.
7. Statistical Abstract of the United States, Washington, D.C. 1929:107.
8. Ibid.
9. Official Catholic Directory for 1901.
10. Official Catholic Directory for 19;1.
1.
2.

~-'-----------------------------------------------------l-2~
~ere

not the possession of some two-thirds of the Catholic population
~

during the important formative period of their lives.

This is true, not

merely of elementary and high school education, but of college education
also.

All this tended to put Catholic education upon the defensive, and

to add an emotional and social handicap to its already great handicap of
poverty.

The following uages will indicate how this handicap has affected

the CatholiC School Library.

II.

Library Growth and Development in the United states

.'

As It Affected the Catholic School Library.
As stated in the beginning of this study, the history of the school
library is linked up with the history of the Catholic school, and both
shoW the influence of strong, extraneous forces.

It remains now to give

a short analysis of library growth and development in the United States,
in order that its effect upon the Catholic school library may.be apparent.
The library of today, like all other social institutions, is the result of a long, continuous evolution.

In one sense it is a creation of

the nineteenth century, particularly of the latter half, though its greatest growth has been in the twentieth century.

In another and truer sense

it is but the normal development of its predecessors.

From lowly beginnings

it has developed into a great power for good and has become recognized
in the educational, business, literary, and social phases of our present
oomplex existence.
In Professor Herbert B. Adam's report on "Public Libraries and Popular Education", prepared for the Regents of the New York State University
(Albany, 1900), the author specifies nineteen "original library types",
of which possibly the following may be considered to embody in some respects
one or more functions of the library of today:
Private libraries.
Public libraries.
Church or Parish libraries.
Town libraries.
Society libraries.
School District libraries.
College and University libraries.

14
The private and parish library has had so notable a part in the evolution of the Catholic School library that the subject deserves our attention.
One is surprised to learn that the cares of pioneer American life
and the distance from bookstalls did not prev9nt the steady acquisition
of books in the colonies.

'/:illiam Brewster, for example, left at his
1

death in 164; a library of nearly four hundred books.

tales Standish

2

Governor Bradford left a library of about eighty volleft about fifty.
3
John Winthrop, Jr., according to his father's ~ournal, had in
urnes.

4

New England in the year 1640 a library of over a thousand volumes.

The"

inventory of John Tatham's personal effects made September 27, 1700, values
his library at fifty pounds.

There were four hundred and seventy-eight

books by actual count, mostly with Latin titles; some of the works contained several numbers making a total of about five hundred volumes.
They treat of church discipline, commentaries on the scriptures, law, logic,
theology, controversy, history, medicine, metaphysics, music, astronomy,
5

surveying, biography and kihdred subjects.
Each priest and minister had at least a small library, and there is
much evidence that their collections were constantly increasing by ship-

1.
2.

;.
4.
5.

Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings. 2d Series. ;7~
New England Kistorical and Gen. Reg., ;37.
'.'!right, Thomas G. Literary Culture in Early New England. New Haven,
Yale Press, 1920. 27p.
Winthrop, John, Journal of. (John K. Hosmer, Ed.) New York, 1908.
Vol.2:l8.
EcCormick, J.D., American Catholic Historical Researches, Vo1.5:89.

15
1

om ~urope •
!Dents f r....

John Grassi, S.J. writing to Simon Brute de Remar,

Febraary 8, 1817, said:

F. Andres has been so good to send me, and I have already
received, some good Italian books, the books of F.F. -Pellegrin
and Trenton S.J., an excellent work, or rather a course of'Mathematics by Paoli, Professor in the University of Pha. Also
two of his own Academic memOirs; the first on the Oommentaries
of Homer by Eustatius, and the second on a Geographical Map
(with a facsimile) of 1455. He promises me also a copy of
his large work Dell origine di progressi e dello stato d'ogmi,
called by the Reverend Mr. Euetache in his Olassical Tour
through Italy, a noble, an extensive, and a very masterly
performance. To tell you the truth 1 would nre~er to receive from Europe a number of good missioners than man~ books
for we have not time to read even those which we have.
Valuable books were also sent to the Visitation Convent, Georgetown,

.

3

in 1817 from their convents at Chambrey, Chail10t and Shepton Mallet.
Early in the nineteenth century, Church or parish libraries were

4
established in many of the colonies, especially in the South,

and although

those libraries were primarily for the use of the clergy they were also
open to the public.
brary in

l8~;

Rt. Rev. S.G. Brute founded a Catholic diocesan li-

it contained fourteen thousand volumes of theological works,

a fine collection of classical and scientific works; two manuscripts of
5

the thirteenth century, and a number of the earliest printed books.

1. Massachusetts Historical Soc. -Col. March 18,
Vo1.9:255. Ibid; 252, Dec. ~,

l6~2-~~, 3d Series,
l6~2.
Ibid; 260, March

26,

l6~~.

2.

Unpublished letter of John Grassi, S.J.

5.

Rhees,

3. Shea, J.G. OPe cit. Vol.l:~O.
4. Bostwick, Arthur E. American Public Library. New York, Appleton, 1910,
p.5-6.
cit.

OPe

p. 51-52.

16
The Xavier Union, New York, a literary and social club for

th~,young

JIle'n of the parish and of the oity, had a library of five thousand volumes
1

in 18;7·
Only fragmentary records of these libraries, almost as rnlIIlerous as
the churches, are obtainable,. but mention of them is interesting beoause
from their beginnings evolved many of our noteworthy libraries as we shall
shoW in the £0 llowing oha pters •
The Historical Sooieties located in nearly every state have libraries
which are semipublic.

Of these, that of the American Catholic Historioal

Society, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, particularly oonoernsour subjeot,
as it is the first Catholio library in the United States limited in soope
to the collection of historical material.

All these libraries were freely

resorted to by inquirers for historical information, they contributed
largely to the public welfare and were a contributing influence toward
2

the establishment of district school libraries in 18)5,

which in turn

gave way to a more satisfactory plan, that of a law enabling towns to establish nnd maintain 1i brarie£', by. public taxation.

In 1850, Jewett recorded

)

9,505 libraries with 1,552,))2 volumes.
Public libraries, in the sense of oollections of books purchased and
intain~d

1.
2.

by public taxation for the free use of the people, are a devel-

Rhees, Ope cit. p. 51-52.
Report of Commissioner of Education.

254.

Washington, D.C. 1895-96.

Vol.6:

3. Jewett, C.C. Notices of Public Libraries in the United States of
America.

Washington, D.C.

1851.

190p.

17
of the last half of the nineteenth century. The public library
~~
~
.ith its expert service, its children's rooms, and reading circles, has
been the fostering mother of the modern school library.

In fact, it was

the first agency to interest itself in the establishment of libraries in
the public schools.

Logasa says:

•• the" public library, realizing the possibilities of the
public school as a center for the dissemination of knowledge and culture to the community, determined to utiliz&
the school as a means of making the treasures of the library
e~en more widely available to a reading public. Hence, as
early as 1895, they undertook to establish community libraries
in the high school •••
soon, however, as the school reached the stage of development in which
library became an essential part of the teaching procedure, the branch
1

of the public library in the school failed to answer the new requirements.
Still, the public library did not desert her ally, the public school.
services of her trained employees, their experience, their skill,
ir knowledge of books, their method of organization were called into
2
cu,~~c,~tion

in the endeavor to establish the modern high school library.

tho1ic schools shared in these services to the extent of their cooperThis cooperation, however, circumstances often times rendered imAs the State through her public libraries fostered the deve1of the library in the public schools, so the Church through the
Society, and the very excellent circulating and reference

• Logasa, Hannah.
Ibid.

The High School Library.
p. 18-19.

New York, Appleton, 1928.
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of convents, monasteries, and the secular clergy, gave impetus
libraries
.'
to the establishing of libraries in the parish schools, secondary and
eleDlentary.
The college and university libraries in the United States have largely follo1'led the fortunes of their respective institutions, sharing in their

poverty and their prosperity, and reflecting in varying degrees the character and tendencies of their instruction.

Their history in fUll would

be in many respects a repetition of much that belongs to the history of
education in America--asubject sufficiently treated in the preceding
chapter for the purpose of this thesis.

The present sketch aims at giving

a summary view of library conditions in some of the typical Catholic and
non-Oatholic college libraries of 18::·0 and after.
( Cf. Sketch page 19 of this study. )
It is interesting to note the comparative growth of the non-Oatholic
and Catholic college libraries.

For instance the colleges of Yale and

Georgetown, both had approximately 20,000 volumes according to the government report of 1850. -In 1929, Yale had 1,922,157 volumes while Georgetown had 150,000 volumes.

This difference in growth is significant when-

ever such libraries are compared.

The reason, of course, for the slow

growth of the Oatholic libraries is poverty.
Since the object of this thesis is to give the history of the Oatholic school library, only such data of other libraries is given as will
contrast or emphasize the point in question.
But what of library buildings in these days?

Small collections being

the rule rather than the exception, the library of the college was gener-
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housed in one or

~wo

.'

rooms of the college building, as at Georgetown;

St. Joseph's, Bardstown, Ky.; Fordham;

S~.

Mary's, Baltimore; St. Xavier;

at.Jd Notre Dame. Sometimes the library was united with the natural history
or minerological cabinets as at Franklin College, now the
Georgia.

Frequen~ly

Universi~y

the library and the chapel were found under

roof, a.s was the case

a~

of

~he

same

Amherst, Bowdoin,Colby, Hamilton, Middleburg,

Western Reserve, and the University of Alabama.

Special

struc~ures

such

as Gore Hall at Harvard, which cost $75,000; the Yale library building,
which

cos~

$40,000; the circular brick ,structure built in 1825 for the

libra.ry of the University of Yirginia

(bu~

which as late as 1850, was de-

voted to lecture rooms, laboratories and museum,

e~cept

for the third

story and dome, which were used for library purposes), were very rare
1

prior to 1850.
About 1857 a building 1~0' x 60' was erec~ed and used for a library
2
by St. Louiz University.
This is probably the first instance of a Catholic college library in its own separate building.

In 1917, Notre Dame

University, at a cost of $250,000 erected a library which is called a
model of its kind.
The growth of the college library kept pace with the changes in the
method of instruction, both proceeding very slowly.

Latin, Greek, and

Mathematics formed the bulk of the subjects during the first three years,
while in the senior year philosophy, evidences and one or two electives

1.
2.

Jewett, C.C.
Rheas, W.J.

OPe
OPe

cit. 4p.
cit. 202p.
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1ilMlJaea.

the staple course of study.

~~~~~~.~

"For about two hundred years after the

of Harvard College, its course of study remained, in essential
1

unchanged. "

The inclusion of history, the sciences, modern

economics was gradual and with them came the pressing need
both new and old, for current work; most of the instruction
study did not require the regular use of large numbers of books.
donations were casual and, generally, of a miscellaneous ,nature.
Library endowment funds were seldom in evidence, Yale, ($27,000) and
($25,000) being practically alone in this respect.

Harvard's only

brary fund was the Hollis-Shapleigh fund, $6,000, yielding $450 annually.
Carolina College library, in 1850, enjoyed the largest income,
from the state an annual

appropri~tion

of $2,000, while the li-

of the University of Virginia received $1,000 annually from the
teo

Usually, however, college libraries were compelled to await appro-

lations from the general income, receiving them only when compelled by
2
ITIeCD tn,

itY•

~fuenever

the libraries received regular care and attention, some

rt was made to classify them in orderly fashion.
anyone system was widely used.
at Dickinson College.

It does not appear

Brunet's was followed at Amherst

At South Carolina College the books were de-

bed as being arranged "in three classes--of memory, of judgement, and

• Koch, Theodore.
• Jewett, C.C.

Some Phases of. t.he Administrative Histo
of Colle e
and University1Libraries. A.L.A. Bulletin, 6:2
1925 •
OPe cit.
p. ;-10.
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tmagination; or history, philosophy, and poetry."

Oakland College,

.'

88is si ppi , arranged its books according to donors, while at Lake Forest,
...T .......... rI

Oarolina, they were arranged "according to appearance."

Printed

talog s were rather frequent, but as a rule they were brief, title-a-line

ce.

1

cOJllpilati ons •
The hours of opening were chiefly for the taking and return of books,
and the contemporary regulations seem to indicate that so simple a procedure
as this was invested with elaborate ceremony in many institutions.

Oon-

sultation and use of the books within the library, as nearly as we can
judge from the data under consideration, was at a minimum, if not actually
discouraged, though perhaps unconsciously.
In 1850, the times at which the libraries were open were as follows:
William and Mary, one hour a week.
holidays, 10 A.M. to 1 P.M., and

Yale, every day except Sundays and

~to

5 P.M.; in summer, commonly an hour

or more; vacation, daily three to five hours.
not given.

Amherst, once a week, hours

Fordham, daily from morning till night.

st. Xavier, Oincinnati,

daily, 7 to 8 A.If;., and 4: ~O to 5 P.M., Thursdays, 9 to 12 A.M.

st. Joseph I

Bardstovm, Kentucky, every day, three-quarters of an hour in the morning,
and one in the afternoon.

At.St. Mary's Oollege, Baltimore, the notice
2

was given, lIaccessible on application to librarian. II

It must be remem-

bered, in this connection, that in most cases the hours had to be such
that they did not conflict with class-room work of the member of the faculty Ylho Vias also custodian of the books.

1. Jewett, 0.0.
2. Jewett, 0.0.

Ope cit. p.
OPe cit. p.

~-lO.

l~~ff.

The number of volumes permitted to be drawn varied greatly. ' In 1850

.,'

were allowed an unlimited number; the students
or five cents a week for each book drawn.

In most places, how-

, the payment of the library town fee entitled the students to the
of drawing books.

Circulation was, as a rule, very limited

where the number of the volumes justified a very liberal use.
on April 2, 1849, the actual number of books out was 541.
IArlant;;'"

use of the libraries was but slight.

At·

The ref-

At Columbia "the yearly num-

of persons consulting the library without taking out books" was

~bout

At East Tennessee University the number was given as
1

hundred, and forty.
The smallness of the college libraries and the slight use of them
in connection with undergraduate instruction, combined to render
IUnlnec:essary in all but a few instances a full-time librarian.

At that

there was often a variety of subjects t aught by one professor, and
t

WaS

logical and obvious that an instructor could combine his teaching

the duties of a librarian.
The romantic beginnings of some college libraries are worthy of notice.
University Library, the oldest library of any institution of highlearning in this country, was begun in

l6~

on the death of John Harvard

th his bequest of three hundred and twenty volumes.

Sir Kenelm Digby,

ir John Maynard, Dr. Lightfoot, Dr. Gale, and Bishop Berkeley were also

Carlton, W.N. "College Libraries in the Middle Nineteenth century"
Library Journal, New York, ~2: 479-86, 1907.
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The library of William and Mary College received a considlibrary imported by Commissary James Blair, D.D., who returned from
in

169~

with a charter.

Sir Alexander Spotswood, Robert Dinwiddie,

General Assembly of Virginia, Louis XVI of France, President Jefferson,
Robert Boyle of Ireland were also donora •. In 1700, eleven ministers
in New Haven to form a college, each bringing a number of books, thus
1

establishing the Yale College Library.

Other romantic beginnings of

college libraries were those of St. Louis University, established in 1829
2
by priests emigrating from Belgium 'vho brought with them a small library.
~fuile in Belgium, Father P.J. DeSmet, the Noted Indian
Missionary, secured the first" large collection of
worthwhile books for the frontier college of St. Louis.
Just how many volumes he secured is not certain, but
there were forty volumes of the Bollandists, Baronius
in twenty-two volumes, a large number of the Fathers
of the Church, volumes on church history, and on the
councils of the church, and several other works.?

Fordham College Library was begun in 1864 when the faculty and library
of St. Hary's College, ?,'arion County, Kentucky, were transferred.

A large

ber of the transferred books formerly belonged to Bordeaux College and
IMon~Dlorillon

College, both of France.

St. Joseph's College, Bardstown,

Kentucky, unlike other colleges, was a donor instead of a recipient, giving

Koch, T.W. OPe cit. p. 268-275.
• Public Libraries in the United States of America.
1876. 988p.
~. Rev. H. Regnet,
letter, November, 19?2.
1.

Washington, D.C.:
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in August, 1848, 5,500 volumes to other institutions.

.'

Like all things material, these libraries were subject to change and
decay.
~erioan

Fires and wars were often the destroyers in part or in whole of
college libraries.

As early as the American Revolution the library

of Yale waS considerably decreased by losses suffered in consequence of
their movement to the interior of the state as a measure of safety.

King's

Oollege, later Columbia University, was required by the British as a military hospital and the books were deposited in the City Hall or elsewhere.
Three years later some six or seven hundred volumes were found in a room
in st. Paul's Ohapel.

How they got there is a mystery, but they were

all that remained of the college I i brary.

Mr. John Pintard, the founder

of the New York historical society used to say that he remembered seeing
the British soldiers carry away the books from the college library in their
2
.
knapsacks and barter them for grog.
Washington and Lee was among the
college libraries which suffered during the Oivil War.

3

William and r1:ary

Oollege Library was the victim of fire in 1705; Princeton, 1802; Williams
lIege, 1841;

Notre Dame, 1879; Harvard College Library suffered a dis-

rous fire in 1764, in which the accumulations of a hundred and twenty-

4

six years were destroyed.
In his report as secretary of the Smithsonian Institution for 1850,
SBor O.C.Jewett wrote:

Jewett, 0.0. OPe cit. 120p.
Koch, T.W. OPe cit. p. 268-275.
Ibid.
Ibid.

our colleges are mostly eleemosynary institutions.
Their libraries are frequently the chance aggregation of the gifts of charity; too many of them discarded as well-nigh worthless, form the shelves of
donors. (But) among them are some very important
collections chosen with care and competent learning, .
purchased with economy and guarded with prudence.

~

That the college library of the middle of the last century was little
more than a storehouse for books is amply substantiated by a perusal of
the catalogs of then and now.

The hours of opening as compared with the

present day make it appear as though the books were merely on exhibition.
In fact, in the old days at Columbia, freshman and sophomores were allowed
to visit the library only once a month to gaze at the backs of the books;
the juniors were taken there once a week by a tutor who gave verbal information about the oohtents of the books; but only seniors were permitted
to open the preoious volumes, which they could draw from the library during
I

one hour on '!lednesday afternoons.
It will be noted that the twentieth century, though not more than
a third passed, shows a greater growth in volumes in libraries than the
previous century.

The invention of the linotype by Ottmar Mergenthaler

in 1885 no doubt had a great deal to do with this growth, the subsequent
lowering of the prices of books permitting their greater use in public,
private, and institutional libraries.

This invention plus the nbookminded-

ness II of the new educational scheme of the present day have changed the
library from a custodian of books to a disseminator of the knowledge of
the arts and soiences.

1.

Koch, T .'.'l.

OPe

cit.

p. 268-275.
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like
Th at all libraries--public, parish, college and university--have
~
"just growed up" is the most significant single conclusive reflection
to be made upon the findings in the preceding pages. The outline conjured
~~y

uP by thiS statement may be filled in with a summary of the following details: an institution, Catholic or non-Catholic, found itself with a growing

book collection which rapidly presented difficulties in handling;

continuouS growth brought added confusion and lack of organization, and
peed was felt for some one person to care for the collection.

The respon-

sibility was delegated to a person who mayor may not have had any knowltdge of library-technique.

Further growth in the book collection, and the

of the library brought other complications and problems in the form
of need for more book space, reading room facilities and staff assistance.
Library buildings, increased staffs and other facilities were provided
only when the situation became so acute that something had to be done.
in that event, expansion had very often come in the form of makeshifts
ioh had speedily become inadequate.

Until recent years there had been

apparent effort to make such provisions as were necessary to fit the
library to the changing character and demands of our educational system.
faculty members, laboratories, and buildings had been added to the
institutions as they had developed.

It evidently had been taken for

grante~,

r, that through some magical process the library would just naturally
t all changes and conditions.

Due to a lack of book funds, facilities

staffs, school and college libraries have lagged behind other phases
education.

In recent years many of these inadequacies have been made

26
various surveys and studies.

Relief of the situation as

oed in tangible results along various i.ines has been the result •

..,iden

A study made of the findings given in the first part of this chapter,
the early background of the Catholic school in the United States and
.he re
its influence upon the development of the school library was investigated,
suggests the following summary:
Since the Catholic school library in the United States came into existence and developed as part of the Catholic school, it shared not merely
in the distinctive character and aim of the Oatholic school, but also in

the influence and etrect of social environment which the Oatholic school
had to withstand.

Both Catholic schools and their libraries have a history

to be proud of, have an admirable record of growth and vitality; but they
have not been the dominating elements of American education.

As represent-

ative of a minority, they have had to struggle against a prestige and
influence superior to their own, exercised by the public schools of all
grades, and the libraries which developed according to public school needs
and principles.

It was impossible that the Oatholic school library should

escape the effects of those circumstances.

It had an attitude toward books

which was distinctively its own, based upon the character and aim of Oatholic schools; and it had to struggle to maintain that attitude in the midst
a library world acting upon quite a different aim.

How the Catholic

1 Library has modestly, quietly, courageously and successfully enred to meet the present requirements of the library in the educational
ld of today we shall Bee in the following ohapter on the detailed hisries of some of the typical Catholic School Libraries.

CHAPTER II
SOME CATHOLIC SCHOOL LIBRt..RIES
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CHAPTER II

.'

Some Catholic School Libraries
Introduotion

Libraries in this country under Catholic oontrol are ohief1y those
connected with educational institutions in charge of the religious orders
or of the bishops and secular clergy.

These institutions, including uni1

varsities, colleges, seminaries and high schools, total 2516.

No survey

has been made to determine the exact number of books gathered in the libraries of these sohoo1s but for the

2~5

or more libraries housing a mini-

2

mum of 5,000 volumes, various estimates are available. Summing the reported totals we find that there are 4,Ol~,~7J volumes.
Naturally the needs of teachers and students determine to an extent,
the character of the books that make up these libraries.

Aside from diction-

aries, encyo1opedias, general reference works, indexes, bound magazines,
bibliographical aids, books for "supplementary readini", there are co1lections of books on literature, fiction, history and biography, scienoe,
sooiology, and Religion. Let a competent authority tell what kind they
are.
The Reverend John S. Sumner, S.J. of Georgetown University, writing
in 1876 a contribution on "Catholic Libraries" to the Government report
on"Public Libraries in the United States of America" (WaShington, 1876),
says:

1.
2.

Directory of Catholic Schools and Colleges. Washington, D.C. 19~2. lOp.
Statistics of Publio, Society and School Libraries. Washington, 19~O.

~o

A Oatholic library differs from no other library
except in the greater accumulation of matter illustrative of Oatholic dogma and practice or its
larger collection of Oatholic literature, espeoially
in the departments of history and biography. All
learning is weloome to the shelves of Oatholic libraries, and nothing is exoluded from any reputable
oollection.of books. Nor will even anti-Oatholie
worlcs be found wanting to them, at least such as
possess any force or originality.l
In what, then, does the value of the Oatholio contribution consist?
in its volume, eertainly; for the number of books in Oatholic libraries
much exceeded by those in munieipal and endowed libraries, and libraries
cted \vith the great secular universities like Harvard and I Yale.
in the rarity, costliness, or beauty of its works; for
volumes and manuscripts are to be found in Oatholic
the means of these institutions are not suohas to
ble them to secure treasures to the same extent as have the other prely mentioned libraries.
~ft"T.~nl

The value of the collections under Oatholic

lies precisely in this characteristic: they present the Oatholic

of view, and in so far as they treat questions of philosophy, thehistory, soeiology,

o~ publ~e

policy, they apply Oatholic prineiples

solutions of such problems.
From data received in answer to the questionnaires sent out by the
it became evident that in order to give a satisfactory survey of
school libraries, the histories of those institutions whioh, taken
, are broadly representative of the principal types of Oatholie
libraries and of the conditions prevailing in the various phases

Public Libraries in the United States of Amerioa.

Washington. 1876. l37p

Another deter-

.'
II1ining factor was the ability of these particular schools to furnish the
of library development, should find place in this thesis.

necessary statistical material.
Let us begin with the oldest Catholic school library in the United
states, that of
Georgetown University
Georgetown, District of Columbia

The origin of this University has been traced to the little school
house opened in 16)4 at St. Inigoes, Ma.ryland, by Reverend Andrew White and
his companions, who came with Leonard Oa1vert in the Lord Baltimore Company
to found Maryland.
IUcomo River.
Manor.

In 1651 the school stood near Calverton Manor, on the

In 1667 it was moved to Newton Manor, and later to Bohemia

In this embryonic Georgetown University, John Oarroll, intimate

friend of Benjamin Franklin, and his cousin, Charles Carroll "of Carrollton",
famous for his fearless signature on the Declaration of Independence, received their early training.

About the year 1785, the same John Carroll,

afterwards the first Archbishop of Baltimore, proposed to his associates
1

the erection of a college at George Town, on the banks of the Potomac.
In 1788 the erection of the first building was undertaken, although
1789 is commonly considered the year of the foundation of the college, as

1.

Shea, J.G.

History of Georgetown University.
p. 2ff.

Collier, New York:189l.

original piece of ground was dated January 2; in that
year.

Upon the reorganization of the Society of Jesus in Maryland, in

1805, the Georgetown Oollege was transferred to the Fathers of thatlqOCie-

ty, under whose control and direction the University still remains.
The library of Georgetown Oollege dates from the foundation of the
2

college.

Archbishop Carroll was a lover of books and deeply interested

in libraries as is evinced by the part he took in the formation of one in
Baltimore, and much of the collection then formed by him stands on the
shelves of the Maryland Historical Society.

He naturally desired to see

Georgetown Oollege enriched with a suitable library; but the progress of
that department was slow.

A room opposite the chapel contained in early

days the modest collection of books the Oollege had been able to acquire,
and during part at least of the incumbency of Bishop Neale as president,

;

the room served also as his sleeping apartment.
of Father

I'
I

~~lledy,

Later on, in the days

the collection of books had increased in number and

value, and among his improvements was the fitting up of a room worthy of
the name library.

To this room in the north building the 12,000 books

transferred on the 16th of Februrary, 18;1, and Father Van de Velde,
future Bishop of Chicago and subsequently of Natchez, was installed

Shea, J.G. loc. cit.
Jewett, C.C. Notices of Public Libraries in the United States of
America. Washington, 1850. l;8po
• Shea, ,J .G. loco cit.

1.

1

as librarian.
.'>
In 1850 with J.M. Finotti, S.J., as librarian, Georgetown library
showed a growth of one humdred per cent within twenty-five years.

The

college possessed in 1850, according to Jewett's report, 26,000 volumes,
2

among which there were many curious and rare works.

There were in the

library at this time 100 volumes printed between the years 1460 and 1520;
three manuscripts before the year 1400; and one written in 1620; a complete
set of the Acta Sanctornm; the Church Fathers in the Benedictine editions;
Spanish, and other modern
7, 000 volumes in English; 10,000 in French,
3
l~tages,

and 8,000 in Latin and Greek.

The Phi10demie and Phi1onomosian Debating Societies had libraries of
books in general

1itera~ure,

in all, upwards of 1,100 volumes, purchased

with the subscriptions of members or presented by members on their admission to the societies.

The college library was the most valuable in the
4
country at this time, particularly in theology and the classics.
In 1888 the liberal spirit of the late Mr. E. Francis Riggs of Washington gave to the College a collection of books and provided a fitting home
for them in the South Pavilion.

Mr. Riggs erected the library hall as a
5

to his father and brother.

The collection numbers 150,000 volumes.

Among these are many rare, curious and unique works.

One hundred volumes

printed between the years 1472 and 1520; three manuscripts anterior to the

1. Casserly, D.A. Scribner's Monthly, Vo1.20:67p.
1880.
• Jewett, C.C. 10c. cit.
• Rhees, \-'{illiam J. Manual of Public Libraries. Philadelphia: Lippincott.
1859. 505p.
• Jewett, C.C. 10c. cit.
• Shea, J .G. OPe cit. 314p.

fifteenth century, and others of a later period, together with a

~ber

of facsimiles, such as the Duke de Loubat's splendid reproduction in
hotocromography of ancient Aztec manuscripts, are of interest to the

P

1

y1sito r •
The accumulation of books in recent years and the prospective growth
of the library oalled for more shelving space.

Again the late Mr. E.F.

Riggs was generous: stacks were erected in the large hall, 60 x 40 feet,
2

situated beneath the main library.
This extension houses the collection of Dr. John Gilmary Shea, a collaction rich in Americana, ecclesiastical ohronicles, and Indian languages.
Here also are the entire division of History, and a most interesting co1lection pertaining to the history of Georgetown University and scientific
and literary products of its professors and scholars.

Moreover, it fur-

nishes material, conveniences and facilities to visiting authors and writers,
a cordial welcome for consultation and research is alwaYS extended.
In 1899, Mrs. Louise Beauchamp Hughes, a Southern woman of wealth
taste, created a memorial room in which she deposited her collection
and various articles of vertu, with a bequest of $10,000 for its
•

Among her collection of books are Latin and German Bibles,

in manusoript, speoimens of fine printing from the press of Bodini
of other Ita1iam printers, including work from the Armenian Abbey of
Lazzaro in Venice.

Lord Byron, it seems, took up the study of Armenian

th the lluhitarish monks at that abbey and a compilation of his work is

Oorrespondence.
Ibid.

~5

1

.'

:l.Jl thiS collection.

Through the generosity of Dr. Ethelbert O. Morgan, there has been
established a fund for the prosecution of research in Maryland Oolonial
bistory and in that of the District of Oolumbia.
Library Building is entirely devoted to this work.

The ground floor of the
It contains an archive

room as strictly fireproof and strong as engineering skill could devise
and large enough to accomodate the documents of centuries to come.

complement to the archive room, is an excellent !fAryland

Ooloni~l

As
Library,

which is being continually enlarged from the original productive fund and
by gifts of those interested in the history of Maryland and the District

2

of Columbia.
The University Archives are situated in the lower part of the south
pavilion of the Healy Building and consist of a large reception room, a
library and a vault.

Its files and cabinets contain approximately 50,000

valuable papers and manuscripts.

Ohief among them are the papers relating

to the foundation and growth of Georgetown college; the Sherman, the Duke
of Gonzaga, and Oommodore Decatur papersj many Papal Bulls and Briefs; the
original interpretations of Lord Baltimore's charter signed by Christopher
lton, brother of the poet; autographed copies of Key's "Star Spangled
Banner", and Randall's "Maryland, I.!y Maryland '! •
The students owe a debt of gratitude to the late Anthony A. Hirst,
.A., L.L.D., of Philadelphia.

Correspondence.
Oollege Bulletin,

19~2-~~.

He has erected the booketack of oak and

15p.

~6

.

n in the hall of the south pavilion which serves the students as their

~

~

This contains 10,456 volumes selected with the view of furnishing
students with both reference and entertainment.

Combined with this

is the reading room in which newspapers from the chief cities of the coun-

try, together with the leading reviews and magazines, are kept on file.
Both are open to graduate and undergraduate students, subject to a fee
1

necessary to defray ordinary expensee.
The total number of volumes according to the personal report from
2

Georgetown is 164, 547 volumes

which indicates a continual steady growth

this notable and typical Catholic library.

1. College Bulletin,
2. Questionnaire.

19~2.

16p.
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st. Mary's College
Baltimore, Maryland

Two years after the founding of Georgetown, old St. Mary's College
and its library came into being.

On the 10th of July, 1791, there arrived

in Baltimore, after a voyage begun at Saint Malo on April 8th, four priests
and five students who were taken to a house at 94 Baltimore Street.

They

had come to establish a seminary for the education of priests, and so
promptly did they set about the business that by the 18th of July they
had rented a large building which the year before was known as the "Old
Mile Tavern" and had moved into it.

Four days later, the Superior, Father

Nagot, said his first Mass in the new seminary and on October the '5rd, the
1

regular work of training was begun.

This is the "Mother Seminary" of

American seminaries in the United States.

All the other seminaries are

its spiritual children.
The library being inseparable from such an institution was begun
2

also in the year 1791.
12,000 volumes.

In Jewett's report of l85lthe library claimed

This included a few manuscripts, among them a mode;rn

to. M.S. entitled "Tableau pr~ant des Etats Unis par George Noviou",
in 369 elegantly written pages, with statistical tables; date, about 1791-2;
some valuable maps, charts and engravings.

There was an annual increase

1. V!alsh, J .C., Catholic World.
Vol.l'5l. 276p. 19'50.
• Public Libraries in the United States. Washington, D.C. 1876.

276p.

or eJ:)()ut

500 vo lumes •

1Jlthe oollege edifice.

The library at this time occupied two large rooms

·'

The librarian, Rev. M. Feller, was engaged in

classifying the books according to subjects.

There was no printed catalogue.
1

ccnnl'lew E.S. catalogue was in preparation.

We read in Jewett's re-

port,
There is no stated time for opening the library,
but it is accessible at all times on application
to the librarian. All persons connected vii th the
institution are entitled to the use of the books,
and others are allowed the use on application.
Books are sometimes lent out to read, but the practice
is discountenanced at present on account of former
abuse of the privilege. With the permission of the
superior, books may be lent to persons at a distance. 2
st. Mary's Library has steadily increased the capacity of its library
as the following reports indicate:
Forty-three years

By 1859 the library had grown to 1300 volumes.

4

later it had increased 100%, having 26,000 volumes and 1,000 pamphlets.
5

Today there are 30,000 volumes and 10,000 pamphlets.
pace \'li th the development of the institution.

The library has kept

The hundred thousand francs

and few books brought with the founders of St. Mary's from France look
small beside the two million dollars and 26,000 books required for the new
6
quarters of old St. Mary's Seminary.
NotWithstanding, we find Hr. Jewett
commenting "This is a very exeellent library, composed for the most part of
7
theological and classical books, but not deficient in other departments."

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Jewett, C.C. OPe cit. 133p.
Ibid.
Rheas, Y!m.J. Ope cit. 87p.
Statistics of Pub., Soc., and School Lib. Washington:1902.l466p.
Ibid.
\'Jalsh,
278p.
Jewett
•

Nazareth School for Girls
Junior College and Academy, Nazareth, Kentucky
1814
College for 'llomen, Four-Year
Louisville

The nucleus of the Nazareth Libraries is co-incident with that of the
schools.

When in 1812, Bishop F1aget founded the Sisters of Charity of

Nazareth in the wilds of Kentucky, he associated with him as co-founder
and first Ecclesiastical Superior, the cultured and scholarly Sulpician,
John B. Mary David, whose special charge was the training and education
of the Sisters.

In April 1814, Miss Ellen O'Connell of Baltimore, one of

Father David's spiritual prot'g~es, entered the Community as its first
experienced teacher.

In addition to the culture and education her distin-

guished father and best schools had given her, the gifted Sister Ellen
equipped with several years of teaching experience.

Through her and

two French ecclesiastics, a collection of worthwhile books was started
Nazareth's first Normal.

Six years later, Mrs. O'Oonnor, a young

convert of Baltimore, entered Nazareth as Sister Scho1astica
1

bringing with her the library of her scholarly husband.
In the first printed catalogue, 1858, we find two references to an
library.

Archives.

"'Lessons and Exercises in Polite Literature' are

40

,

a good library being furnished for that purpose."

And again:

.,'

of a well-selected library may be had by paying $2.00 for the
1
t~e the student is in school".

In the Nazareth Academy building, completed in 1855, a special room
uipped for the school library.
waS eq

Mathilde Alpointe Baily, of New

orleans, is mentioned as first librarian.

Following her came in order:

Sister Harie !':enard, Sister Seraphia Maguire, Sister Adelaide Pendleton,
2

and the present librarian, Sister Marie Lane.
'Shen Sister Adelaide took charge in 1905, there were approximately

5,750 books in the school library.

It was Sister Adelaide who built up

the Kentuckiana section, now almost complete.

To her, too, goes the credit

of assembling the best to be had in the "Literature of the South".
have never failed to get any book on the Old South", she reported.

"I

3

an extensive history section.
Among the many special treasures of the library are these: Memorial
lume of Promulgation of the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception, bound

in leather with inlaid front cover in mother of pearl; presented by ArchFrancis Kenrick, autographed;

The Roman Breviary of Marquis of Bute--

The Old Testament, illustrated, 2

volumes~

Michaud's

of the Crusades, 2 volumes, old publications; Lapide, Cornellii,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~S~a~c~r~am~,

10 volumes, 2 sets each;

• Archives.
• Pendleton, Sister Adelaide, Memoirs.
• Ibid.

some first
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editiOns--~biola, Ivanhoe, Lalla Rookh

(10, years old); Spalding's Essays,

.,'

,pee i ally bound in Nazareth colors, white and blue, autographed; and many
~ltU11es of the "Bohn Library."

The 1ibrary of Nazareth is enriched by files of very old newspapers,
those of the Catholic Telegraph and Catholic Advocate of the early thirties
being considered among the most complete to be found.

The Museum houses

100 old books, chiefly Latin.
In 1912, the Nazareth Alumnae built and equipped the beautiful "Columbia Reading Room ll as a centennial gift to Alma Mater.
The chief contributors to the library have been the Bishops and Priests
of the Diocese--Bishop David, Archbishops Kendrick and Spalding, the
pioneer-priest, Father Durbin, and many others down through years.

Father

Russell and Father Dominic Crane made notable additions to the library.
In early days,

~x.

John Dowling, father of Sister Berenice, donated a

large number of books of superior merit.

In later years, Dr. John Ouchter-

lonyand Dr. W. Coomes, both of Louisville, each left a part of his library
a valuable bequest.

The Nazareth Alumnae have been generous

ibutors, especially since 1912.

Hundreds of volumes from individual
1

bers testify the donors I love and loyalty to Alma Mater.
The Junior College Library is completely catalogued according to the
IDsliev

system, and is administered by a graduate librarian, trained in the
methods.

Two part-time assistants and several student assistants

• Archives, Nazareth, Kentucky.
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help.

Classes in "Use of Books and Libraries ll are taught each

.'

4, 1920, Nazareth opened a four-year College in Louisville
library adequate to the needs of the institution.

Books

do11llted by the Mother House, by other houses of' the Congregation, by
and by friends.
lacculUill~,~ated

Many were purchased.

The first reading room

only a select number of books, the majority being housed in
2
departm~nts

•

into the beautiful new library annex,
furnishings.

In 1930, all the books were
equi~)ped

throughout with Art

The staff consists of one graduate librarian, one

assistant, several student helpers, and one Director of Library

winter of 1929, the Louisville College offered professional
l~nlIr.'HS

in Library Science for the training of school librarians, and,
innoculating the Sisters of' the Community with the "Library-

;

idea.

Of' the forty Sisters who have finished an eighteen
about one-third were principals of schools, three-

s held degrees and the rest were not below the Junior year of College.
is Nazareth's method of dealing with the legitimate complaint: "Prinipals and teachers do not co-operate with the librarian".

In the con-

ction of the curriculum, the Direstor has followed closely the standards

•

Catalo~,

Nazareth Junior College and Aoademy, 1932.
Bulletin of Nazareth College Library Sohool, 1930.
Bulletin of Nazareth College Library School, 1932.

.'

the A.L.A. Board of Education for L1brar1anship, and the classes have
informal inspection by a Visitor preliminary to early official accredThe Library Science study room and laboratory are equipped with
1

adequate number of working tools.

all ...

The books in the combined 'ibraries of Nazareth Junior and Senior
oolleges number about ;0,000.

"Presentation Academyll, with its model high

school library, adjoins Nazareth College; while St. Helena's Business and

School library is within the block.
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St. Louis University
St, Louis, Uissouri
University Library

-1818
st. Louis University is the outgrowth of St. Louis Academy, established
in 1818 as a kind of Cathedral Latin school.

One of the priests stationed

at the Cathedral, and later re-enforced by one or two lay teachers, instructed a handful of boys in some of the higher branches of learning.

This

sch~ol was continued with one or two brief interruptions for a decade,

il in 1829 it was entrusted to the Jesuits, who had come in

l82~

from

1

Maryland to settle at Florissant, near Saint Louis.
2

The library of the university was formally begun in 1829.

An inter-

esting link of thelibrary with the pre-Jesuit period is formed by five
volumes now in the library which belonged at one time to secular priests
associated with the Oathedral, then the only parish in St. Louis.

"Senti-

nts chretiens propres aux personnes malades et infirmes pour se sanctifier dans leurs maux et se prepares ~ une bonne mort" 4 emd. ed. Paris,

174" bears the follo\'1ing autograph inscription on the fly-leaf: "Donne
a li;adame--(erased) Gaudert, pa.r Joseph Antoine Lutz, Pretre Miss. St.
Louis ce 24 d'Avril, 1829."

~

Father Lutz came to St. Louis in 1827 and

1. Diamond Jubilee of St. Louis University, . St. Louis, 1904. 5lp.
2. Rhees, VI.J. OPe cit.
202p.
3. Historical Sketch of St. Louis University. Bulletin of St. Louis
University. Vol. 4, No.4, 1908. p. 5-14.

1
Cathedral.
2
library of Father Saulmer.

.'

The other four volumes are from the

;Thi1e in Beleium in 18)4, Father P.J. DeSmet, the noted Indian mission-

arY, secured the first large colleotion of worthwhile books for the frontier
college in St. Louis.

Father DeSmet,S.J., writing to his brother said:

I reoeived a donation of nothing less than
Baroniu8 in twenty-two volumes in folio; the
Bol1andists in forty volumes, all the Oounoi1s,
Morere's large diotionary, a history of the
Church and several other works.~
These books having been brought to the United States, formed part of the
library of the Jesuits in St. Louis.
In

18~2,

the University received from the Commission of Publio Reo,-

ords of Great Britain, 100 folios and s6yeral ootavo volumes of the publie records inoluding the "Doomes-Day Booku, with its index.

These volumes

bear a printed insoription on the reverse side of the title page: "Record
Commission

l8~1.

This book is to be perpetually preserved in the library
4
of St. Louis University. C.P.Cooper, Seo. Com. Pub. Reo. April l8~7."
In the early oatalogs of the school no definite information is given
about the extent of the

libr~ry's

holdings.

There is only the quaint

sentence, "A museum or cabinet of natural history, a philosophical and
chemical apparatus, and an extensive library are attached to the institution.
is statement in the oatalogs reours from l8~8 to 1854 •

• Historical Sketoh of St. Louis University. loco cit •
• Ibid.
• Lavei1le, E. Life of Fr. DeSmet, S.J. New York, Kennedy and Son. 1915.

66p.
Rhees, Wm.J.

OPe

cit.

p.202-204.

V

.'

There is, however, a brief mention of the lD rary in a write-up of the
oollege to be found in liThe Valley of the Mississippi, illustrated in a
series of Views" (1841).

We read there:

The library consists of about 8,000 volumes
on the various sciences and in most of the ancient and modern languages, amongst them some
rare old works printed but a short time after
the invention of printing.
The most complete description of the contents of the library so far
unearthed is that written in 1854 by the Rev. John Hogan, a non-Oatho1ic
clergyman, in a lengthy sketch entitled "Thoughts about St. Louis", printed in the }·:issouri Republican serially and later in pamphlet form.

He

says that the library contains 15,000 volumes.
The library seems to hnve grown rather slowly though steadily.

In

the catalogs beginning with 1855-56, there is mention each year of' the
holdings of the library.

For instanoe, for 1856 the entry ran:

liThe library belonging to the institution numbers over 1;,000 volumes,
embracing almost every branch of literature and science and containing
many rare and interestine works.

The seleot libraries open to students

form a collection of over ;,000 volumes."
There were departmental libraries in effect from the early days of
the school as was the general custom in all institutions.

By 1870 the

1

number of volumes had reached 24,000.
In the summer of 1888, when the present buildings at Grand and \'1.
2

Pine were completed, the library moved into a room 80' x 50'.

1.
2.

Oatalog of St. Louis University.
Ibid. 1888-89. 5p.

1870-71.

5p.

The

.'

cs.talog gives the item "Any book can be reached without ladder or step",
a feature rather uncommon at that date, when ten and twelve feet high
bOokcases were quite general.
Donations of books in If'rger collections were received at various
times since 1890.
the library.
~olumes

It would be impossible to mention the many donors to

But a few are too interesting to omit.

Several hundred

came into the possession of the library as a result of the World's

Fair, held in 1904.

These were accrued from the French and Belgium ed-

ucational exhibits for the most part.

Pope Pius X presented 211 volumes,
1

8lIlong them 109 volumes of the Journal du Pa1ais; Jurisprudence Francaise.

,

By 1902, the library contained 42,000 volumes,
bined volumes in all departments numbered 95,512.

of volumes has been more marked.

2

and in 1920 the comSince 1920 the increase

On July 1, 1925, accepted number of

4

volumes was 114,095.

From 1926-'2 an average of 7,500 volumes were added

5

each year.

The last and first complete census of the University's library

facilities states that 250,000 volumes are housed on 29,618 feet of shelf

6
space in the combined libraries of St. Louis University.
For the sake of ccmparison, the total annual expenditures for the
185, to 1854 and 19,1 to 19,2 are given:

University Bulletin. Vo1.4, No.4. December, 1908. p. 5-14 •
• Statistics of Pub., Soc., and School Libraries. WaShington. 1902.
Annual Catalog of St. Louis University. 1920-21. ,po
Annual Catalog of St. Louis University. 1926-27. 5p.
Regnet, H.H.,S.J., Librarian, St. Louis Library. Correspondence.
Catholic Library World. Massachusetts. January, 193'. 36p.

1

During the year 185,-54, $405.
2

In 197 1-,2, $42,205.90
~nt,

is listed for the total expenses.
~

was spent for books, journals, binding, new equip-

supplies and salaries.
The librarians held office for unusually short periods for the greater

part of the library1s history, ordinarily for one or two years at a time.
ThiS was due to the shortage of teachers and changes in the staff of the
school, necessitating frequent shifts of the teaching loads.

Rev. Thomas

A Hughes, S.J., was the librarian, 1880-82 and again 1892-94; Rev. William

,

,. poland, S.J., 1894-99 and again 1900-0,; Rev. John C. Burke, S.J.,
190,-19.

Usually engaged largely in other occupations, the librarians had

little time to devote to the specific interests of the library.
Under such cincumstances it is rather surprising that as much progress was made as is

recorded~

Very much of the classification work in the

Ii brary is due to the unti"ring efforts of Brother George Rueppel, S.J.,

Who held the same position from 1916-24.

s.J.,

In 1924, Rev. Henry H. Regnet,

the present librarian, was made the first full-time librarian.

Today there are seven fUll-time assistants employed to take care of the

4
increased duties in the various departments of St. Louis Library.

1. Rhees, 'IImJ. t3p.cit., 202p.
• Oatholic Library World. Vol.4, No.5. January 15, 19". ,6p.
,. Annual Catalogs of St. Louis University passim where librarian's name
occurs among the names of the faculty.
4. Regnet, H.H., S.J. loc.cit.

.'

St. Mary's College
St. Mary's, Kentucky

st.

r,~nryls

College, St. Mary's, Kentucky, is the oldest Catholic

college in the State in point of continuous existence.
college and library dates back to 1819.

The history of the

In that year Father Charles Neri

the great missionary of Kentucky, purohased 311 acres of land from a Mr.
RaY'

The present college property is located on that original tract.

Realizing the hopelessness of expecting help in the erection of the building from the impoverished Catholic settlers of Kentuoky, Father Nerinckx
1

betook himself to Europe to seek aid for his undertaking.
voyage to Europe from a pecuniary

viewpoin~

Although his

was unsuccessful, he prooured

books from Catholic colleges in France, situated at Bordeaux and Montmoril2

Ion that formed the nuc laus of St. Mary's Oollege library.
After several destruotive fires, the college was formally opened in
1821 by the secular clergy of the diocese.
from 1852-46.

The Jesuit Fathers had charge

During fourteen years they continued to build up the library.

When they left for Fordham in 1846, they naturally removed with them a
large number of their books from the library.
guided St. gary's since 1870.

1.

2.
~.

3

The Resurrectionists have

Under the changing government of the College,

Lesousky, Alphonsus. "0entenary of Saint Mary's College"
Hist. Rev. Vol. 4, l54p. 1921.
Rhees, '.'!illiam J. Opt cit. 126p.
Rhees, William J. OPe oit. 246p.

III. Cath.
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of data pertaining to the library is expected.

The first official
J..,

of the library given in 1850 credits it with 5,000 volumes.

The

growth of the library has been slow, but much effort has been made to make
the books available by proper classification and cataloging.

The following

excerpt from the "Sentinel" (the Oollege Magazine) VolA, No.1. p.2, 1929,
gi\fes the latest account of' this unpretentious, though historically interesting college library:
The library, newly decorated and painted, and
with all the books cataloged and indexed according to the Dewey System, WaS formally opened shortly after school began. Fathers Alph
and Batte deserve to be congratulated upon the
attractiveness and utility the library now
represents. ~eading and research work have
been facilitated with the introduction of
this new system, fend the students hove likewise responded by frequenting the library and
making use of this new and valued asset to
st. Mary's.

1. Jewett, 0.0.

Notices of Public Libraries in United States of America.
Washington, D.O. 1851. 168p.
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St. Joseph's Oollege

.,'

Bardstown, Kentucky
1824
Few buildings of any kind in the original territory of the United
states

h~ve

~erican

such a romantic ,and absorbing interest for the student of

Ecclesiastical History as the group of buildings founded at Bards-

town, Kentucky by Bishop Flaget in the early nineteenth century.

(Here

one finds the first consecrated temple of God recorded in the United States.)
Within 150 feet of this historical cathedral, St. Joseph's Oollege
2

was established in 1819 by Bishop Flaget.

The college library was founded

in 1824 when the college was incorporated by the legislature of Kentucky.

3

The school catalog issued in 1834 gives a description of the library as
followsl
The library contains about five thousand volumes,
which have been selected with great care, and can
at stated times, be perused by the students without additional charge. It is under the direction
of a discreet and learned librarian, whose peculiar
duty it is to direct the reading of the young men
to the most useful purpose according to their capacity, and to enforce the observance of a proper
method. It is believed that the Library contains
a greater number of works in foreigh language than
any other \vestern country, and that, for usefulness
and variety, it is equal to any collection of the
same extent.
By August, 1848, the library numbered about 6,000 volumes,

• Spalding, If..artin J. Sketches of
Louisville, 1
• p.
• Howlet, W.J. "Early Days of St.
Illinois Catholic Hist.
3. Ibid.

At that

the Earl Oatholic Missions of Kentuc •
190-1.
Joseph I B Oollege at Bardstown, Kentucky. n
Rev. Vol. 4, p. 372. 1921.
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the Board of trustees divided the library between this and several
institutions which they directed, leaving to St. Joseph's College

500 volumes of theological, historical, and literary works with a
of congressional

documents.

Plans were made to again form a permanent

In 1850, the number .of volumes reached ),000.

TI1e
1

brary occupied a room 24' x 15' and 1)' high in the college buildillg.
This was the general housing arrangement of the college libraries of
l~'

as was noted in the preceding chapter.
The government report of 1876 gives ),500 volumes as the capacity

st. Joseph's

at this date.

st. Joseph's College has had more than its share of reverses, and the
library has shared in these.

Today, the famous old institution is now a

school conducted by the Xaverian Brothers since 1911. The library
2
has decreased in volume~ but there now remain 2,000 volumes in good condition and the library will again grow with the school.

1. Jewett, C.C. op. cit.
Questionnaire.

120p.

.'

University of Notre Dame
University Library
Notre Dame, Indiana

l§ig
The Uni versi ty of Notre Dame, conducted by the Oongre :r,ation of the

Holy Cross, has the distinction not only of possessing one of the largest
and finest Catholic libraries in the country, but of being

on~

of the

first of the Catholic colleges in the United States to erect a separate
library building.

A staff of twelve full-time assistants and twenty-one

student assistants giving from two to three hours per day are employed
in administering the library.

The library building is of Bedford granite and was erected at a cost
$250,000 in 1917.

In his design the architect, Mr. Tilton, has applied

Classic Renaissance type that has been much admired by architects and
in the eastern States.

The arrangement of the interior is planned

the most efficient service.

T"/o reading rooms, one for refer-

, and the other for periodicals and newspapers are separated by the
livery desk behind which is the space for the cataloging staff.

The

catalogue cabinets of 1080 drawers with card capacity of 1,000,000
situated as to be easily accessible both to the readers and to the
, thus saving the expense of maintaining an official as well as public
ogue.

The book stacks are placed compactly in the center of the build-

thus lel1ving the outer rooms on all sides open to natural light and
, which are so essential for work and study.

In the basement are placed

bindery, receiving rooms and lecture hall; on a mezzanine floor are

.'

ordering, classification and accession rooms, exchange department,
~edical

library.

The top floor is provided with seminar, study, and
Here also, are located the historical museum,
1

Bishops' Memorial Hall.

galleries and

2

The original library of the University, founded in 1842 , consisting
of about 20,000 books was completely destroyed by fire in 1879.

These

bOokS had been to a great extent, works of reference, and many of them
In the spring of 1866, Father Carrier

in the French and Latin languages.

sent to France on business for the university.

He was commissioned

to procure among other things, books for the library.

A collection of

two hundred volumes presented by the French government formed an interesting
)

collection of the pre-fire library.
In 187), Father Lemonnier, then president of the university, conceived
the plan of forming a circulation library for the special use of the students, and containing works of more general interest and use in the daily

4
work of the university.
general library.

This was in reality the foundation of the present

On the death of Father Lemonnier, his name, at the re5

quest of the students, was given to the library.
By 1879, the general library had increased to 10,000 volumes.
were nearly all consumed by the great fire.

These

In 1882, all the books in the

1. Byrne, Paul R. (Librarian) Correspondence.
2. Public Libraries in United States. ':lashington,' D.C. 1876. 74op.
3. Bri~f Histor~_of University of Notre Dame from 1842-1892. Chicago, 1895.
p. 119-120.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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college library that had been saved from the fire were
Lemonnier library.

incorpor~~ed

A few years later, through the efforts of Father

a permanent annuity was secured from the board of trustees and placed
1

.t the disposal of the librarian for the purchase of books.
~petus

With the
•

thus given, the library has developed with gratifying rapidity.

The present general library has grown since that time to a total of
155,465 volumes, and embraces not only many valuable books, but several
2
~arkable

collections covering special fields.

Botanical Collection comprising

~,OOO

The Edward Lee Greene

volumes and over 100,000 mounted

plante, gathered by one of the naturalists long connected with the Smithsoni-

an Institution in Washington, includes some of the rarest and finest books
in that field to be found on the continent.

Julius A. Niewland Botanical Collection of
lmounl.~d

It is complemented by the
~,OOO

volumes and over 50,000

plants in which are to be found many of the original editions of

the makers of botany and even autographed copies dating from 1490 to the
present time.

The literature available for the study of systematic botany

is thus abundant.

~

The Dante collection, formed during the course of many years of keen
search and wide travel by the late Rev. John A. Zahm, C.S.C., a Dante
scholar as well as a scientist, contains 2,800 volumes and includes works
printed in almost every language coming down from the infancy of printing

1. Brief History of University of Notre Dame from 1842-1892.
1895. p. 119-120.
• Byrne, Paul R., Libr. Oorrespondence.
Bul of University of Notre Dame. 19~2-~~. ~p.

Chicago,

.'

Two other special collections are of importance: one on
America, secured through Doctor Zahm prior to his trip with President
ore Roosevelt, and one on Ireland.

Purchases to the latter made from

Irish National Library Foundation, the purpose of
is to encourage and further Irish scholarship by placing within its
ch the best works of Irish prose and poetry, history, customs, and
The German section of the library contains the now out-of-print
Weimar edition of Goethe's complete works and the "Deutsche National Literatur".

The literature of Italy, France, and Spain are well represented.

collection is also strong in the fields of American and Spanish Amorican
1

history.
TI1e archives of the University and of the history of the Church in
the United States, gathered largely by a former librarian, Professor Edwards,
form a valuable portion of the material preserved in the University 1ibrary.

The rescue of countless documents, letters, and data for the future

historian of the Church was a specialty

of Professor Edwards for many

years; an instructor in rhetoric and Latin, then a student of law in which
he took his bachelor's degree in 1875, then a teacher of history and,
finally, full professor of that subject.

During all that time Professor

Edwards was the librarian of the University, meanWhile traveling and meeting
the bishops and the archbishops of the Church and obtaining through them

1.

Bul. of University of Notre Dame.

19;2-;;.

;8p.
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tres, croziers, sandals, gloves, and other paraphernalia, which he instal
1
.'
the Bishops' Memorial Hall as a bequest to posterity.
He was the
2

of the Laetare Medal,

1. O'Neill, Arthur B.

2. Hudson, Daniel E.

a distinction which he did not live to

Catholic Encyclopedia.
l50p.
Ibid. Vol. 14, l50p.

New York, 1910.

Vol.

7,
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St. 1mry t s of the Woods

1841

','Ihen the school at St. Mary's of the Woods was opened in 1841, the
library consisted of a small collection of books brought by the Sisters

tram France. These gradually increased in number, and when the new Acad~

was built in 1865, special recesses in one of the corridors were proLater, in 1884, a room was

tided for the bookcases with library books.
1
fitted up as a library room.

On the occasion of the opening of the new Academy in the fall of

1898, the library was moved to a large room which occupies a story and a
balf of the south central portion of the main building.
Tolumes was then 5,000.

The number of

No system of classification had as yet been
2

adopted and the bookcases were kept locked.
In 1908 the library was classified according to the Dewey system and
in 1911 cataloging was begun.

The number of books in the library at that

)

time waS

8,200.

When Guerin Hall, a new college dormitory was

opened in 191), a

branch library was opened there in order to make college reference books
accessible to the students.

In 1970, the books in both this branch

and the main library were moved to the present library rooms on the first

floor of the Foley Hall.

The collection now numbers 78,060 volumes.

Sister Gertrude (Libr.)
• Ibid.
• Ibid.

1.

Correspondence.

In
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February 19,2, library science courses were given for the first tim:..
!n september 19,2, a children's room was opened for the use of the children
of st.

!.~ary I

s vi llage.

The room is in charge of the students in the 111

brary courses under the supervision of the librarian.

..

One of the Sisters is the librarian and.,... ie assisted by five others •
After the introduction of the Dewey classification, a course of lessons
on the use of the library according to this system was given the teaching
members of the cummunity, and since 1914 a re~ar course of such lessons
is given each year to the students in connection with their English work.
As a text-book for these lessons a booklet has been prepared, entitled,
"The Library, A Brief Course of Instruction for the Students of St. Maryof-the-'.'Jood s. II

(Terre Haute, 1919.)

liThe Library", we read therein, "is the working laboratory of the
school.

Every student uses books and ultimately must use libraries.

know how to use apparatus is to know how to save time.

To

Reference books,

indexes, tables of contents, card catalogs, bibliographies, are the

workin~

apparatus of the students laboratory ••••• An intelligent and free use of
the library should develop wide breadth of view as well as depth of thought
and accuracy of judgment."
The character and use of the working tools are explained to the student
in this handbOOk.
The funds for the support of the library are derived from library
fees and from private donations.

1.

Sister Gertrude

(Libr.)

Correspondence.

~
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Emmanuel College
Boston, I,jassachusetts

Emmanuel College, Boston, Hassachusetts, was founded in September,
for Women.

The story of its library, however,

back to November, 1849, when three Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur
Cincinnati, Ohio, to make the first foundation of
Order in

r!~assachusetts.

With the opening of their little school the

Sisters began the collection of a library, and some of those old, fine1

print French books and quaint English texts still remain as relics.
Throuffl all the changes of circumstances and places brought about
the lapse of years, the number of books in the school, and, later, the
Academy Library, grew slowly and carefully, so that when the selection
was made for the college in 1919, nearly 10,000 volumes were available
2

as a beginning for the College library.
The original accession records of the early library classify the books
such head ings as Christian Doctrine, History, Biography, :.Ii terature,
ssics, Poetry, Elocution, Politeness, School Eanagement, Spiritual
The Reading Circle Review, I,losher' Magazine, Donohoe's Magazine,

,

American Catholic Quarterly, Historical Researches, the Ave Maria and
Catholic World are represented among the periodical files.

1. Sister Margaret Patricia (Libr.)
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.

Correspondence.
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At the present

ti~e,19~~,

the College Library occupies three large

on the first floor of the central section of the building.

The

space covers 2,944 square feet with seating capacity for 88 students.
except those of the science departments,
In." - -

<-'~

, Chemistry, Physics, and tlathematics are found in the main rooms.
1

science departments house their own collections for the present.
The books are classified according to the Dewey Decimal system with
2
'A._.~~'r

author numbers.

The number of volumes in the library are now 19,050.

library subscribes to 95 periodicals, including English, French, German
Catholic periodicals are numerous and are brought to the
students by frequent assignments.

~

is open to the students from -8 A.M. to

5:~0

P .1,';.

It is

full-time Librarian, one part-time assistant, three

4
teacher assistants with two student helpers.
During Freshman Week at the beginning of the College Year, the Freshman
is taken on a tour of the Library and its workings are explained to
, first to the class as a whole, then in groups. No further detailed
procedure are given.

• Sister r.:argaret Patricia (Libr.) Correspondence.
Statistics Public School Soc. Libraries. Washington,
Correspondence.
Ibid.

19~.
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St. Bonaventure's Seminary
Allegheny, New York

The theological seminary of the Francisians in the United States is
L
Bonaventure's, located near Allegheny, New York.
8v.

The library came

into being with the foundation of St. Bonaventure College and Seminary
1
in 1857.

Father Pamfi10 l:lagliano, O.F .M. was the first president of the

college, and with him the first books were brought from Rome where he and
2

first group of Francisians came.
The library is housed in a separate brick building, built in 1887,
known as Alumni Hall.

It contains about 25,000 volumes comprising works

of theology, philosophy, biblical and ascetica1 works, canon law, history,
science and literature.

The collegiates and seminarians have access to

main library for reference work and also have special libraries in
ir respective quarters.

The works of Father Pamfilo Magliano, O. F.M.,

to be found here as well as others illustrating the missionary activiof the Italians.

The library possesses fifty volumes of incunabula,

printed before the year 1500, and has set an example to other
)

libraries by issuing a little catalog of them.
This list was compiled by M.F. Beniszkiewiez, of the class of 1917.

• Albert 0 'Brien, O.F .M.
Ibid.
Ibid.

(Libr.)

Correspondence.
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is arranged, as such a list should be, chronologically by dates of im; and titles supplemented by references to Hainlg standard bibliogof incunabula, where full collations can be found; and the colophons
printers I names, places of publication and dates where given.

"Early

not as rare in this country as one might be led to believe",
the Librarian.

"Many of them are hidden away in the libraries of

Catholic institutions.

Would it not be in the interest of'Jatholic

to agree upon a common plan to catalogue these works so as to
them accessible to a wider public?"

He might have added that a

of all the incunabula in the libraries of the United States was
some years ago and a check-list was printed in the Bulletin of the
York Public Library.
St. Ponaventurels library is administered by three full-time librarians,
part-time assistants.

1. Questionnaire.

There is an annual circulation of 8,249
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of Greek and Latin classics are very fUll, as well as sets of
and standard works of the 16th and 17th centuries and of modern

A speciality has been made of the history of Kansas, which is well

In the field of Oatholic philosophy and theology many important sets
great value are present, Migne's "Patro1ogy" in 379 volumes occupying
conspicuous place on the shelves.

As a specimen of a system of c1assi

from the Dewey Decimal, Library of Oongress, Cutter Expansive
1

list of the main sections of the Abbey library.
Mental Philosophy
XV.
Pedagogy
XVI.
XVII.
Mathematics
XVIII.
Natural Philosophy
XIX.
Holy Scripture
XX.
Writing of the Fathers
Dogmatio Theology
XXI.
Moral Theology
XXII.
Ascetioal Works
XXIII.
Oatechisms
XXIV.
Homiletics
XI.
XXV.
XXVI.
XII. Liturgy
XIII. Law (especially ecclesiastical)
XIV. Church History
XXVII •
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Profane History
Hagiology
Belles-Lettres
Greek Olassics
Latin Olassies
Philology
Periodioals
Miscellanea
Referenoe Works
Biography
Arts
Government Documents
Sociology and Ecohomics

The college library, for the use of the faculty and students, has
The collections of belles-lettres and fiction are the

1arges~

e of history, travel, biography, philology and reference books are well
The current expenses of up-keep are met entirely by the student
There is an annual circulation of 8,000 volumes.

A full-time librar

assistants, twenty-four student assistants comprise the pres-

•
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Loyola University
Chicago, Illinois

The Loyola University library comprises five divisions.

Its present

are 72,148 volumes, and 4)7 periodicals reach its tables.

Of

this system the "Elizabeth M. Cudahy Memorial Library" of the College of

Arts and Science, with its 46, 858 volumes and 1)1 periodicals, is the
center.

Of the $40,406.28 annual budget for the University Libraries,

,20,0;0 goes to the Cudahy Memorial.
The history of Loyola reaches back sixty-three years.

In 1870, St.

IgnatiuS College, Ohicago, having received gifts of books from other Jesuit
schools and from friends in the city, began the formation of a library
simultaneously with the opening of the Oo11ege.
is mentioned as first librarian, 1871-74.

Father John G. Venneman

Deeply interested in his work,

remained throughout his life a benefactor of the library.

Another

librarian of note, Father John P. Hogan, who during the four years of his
nistration, 188;-87, bought many fine booles, the rarest coming from
Europe.

Father Van Hulst who as spiritual director

had a library of

ascetica1 books, was instrumental at this time in buying Migne' s Patres
also the Bo11andist Acta Sanctorum, files of Oivi1ta
other series.
From 1891-94, Mr. Lawrence J. Kenney, S.J., was librarian.

His spe-

cial contribution was the compiling of a list of the valuable and rare
in the library.

In 1897, Father Hogan again took the helm, to be

67
by Father George Kister, 1899-1901.

.'

Father Kister, assisted by

Francis Joseph Tschan and John Daly, began cataloging the books according
to the Dewey Decimal System.

Father Michael A. Leary continued the vlork;

bUt in 1902, Father James J. 0 'Meara, discarded the Dewey Decimal for one
of hiS own, in book form, vaguely modelled on the British Museum Catalogue.
In 1908, Father Arnold Joseph Garvy was appointed to Loyola as 11brarian.

He completed the catalogue,' increased the collection and was

asingly interested in tte up-building of the library.

Father Garvy was

the longest reigning and one of the most important librarians Loyola Library h';.s claimed.

During 1921 and 1922, Father Claude J. Pernin employed

sa !l. Lillian Ryan as assistant and in 1926, Father Philip W. Froebee
named Chairman of the Library Board and Miss Ryan, librarian.

From

1924 to 1930 several methods of accessioning and classification were begun
discarded by Miss Ryan and her respeotive assistants: Miss Camille
i,. Eiss Mary Sweeney, and Miss Ann Dalglish, the last method attempted
the Library of Congress system.

There were now three full-time

student assistants.
Father Kane, the present administrator, took charge in 1930.

The

talog is now about oompleted; beginnings have been made for the oentral
;nistration of all the University libraries, and of a Union Catalogue
be placed in the E.M. Cudahy Memorial Library.
The Cudahy !f:emorial Library houses 46,858 volumes.

The library is

on shool days from 8:30 A.M. until 5:00 P.M., and for a half-day
The reading room has a seating capacity of 200, While the

rr

.
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book capacity of the stack room is 175,000.
is 750; the average daily

circ~lation

.'

The average daily attendance

of bound volumes is 288.

The staff

includes two full-time assistant librarians, one half-time, and four student
assistants, with the Rev. ;[illiam T. Kane, S.J., librarian.

....

An old record in the archives of the inst1.tution furnishes important
data for the history of the library.
The librRry has been of
and its contents chosen
to the special needs of
high school and college
culture.

According to its testimony:

slow and careful growth,
strictly with reference
the institution ts a
of classical and general

Then it enumerates the volumes in classes at that time--2,;00 of
mathematics and science; 8,000 of English

literat~re;

4,000 of Latin and

Greek classics; 2,500 of biography; and so on for history, philosophy, and
Bocial sciences.

In continues:

The library is unusually rich in its tomes and
early editions, and possesses some valuable sets,
notably: Mignets Greek and Latin Patrology; the
Jesuit Relations; Maesls Councils; Graevius l and
Gronovius l Greek and Roman Antiquities; a complete
set of Acta Bollandiana.
'.'le find in the Loyola University Library fine editions of Theology
and Holy Scripture.

Following are a few of the most frequently found

authors t names:
Beri, Billuart, Oalmet, DeLugo, Franze lin, Gobat, Gotti,
(I

Cardinal, Hugo, a Lapide, St. Alphon, Liguori, Menochius,
Petavius, Reding, Reiffenstuel, Sanchez, Saleron, Schmalzgrueber,
Duns Scotus,

Suare~,

':firceburgensis.

Tanner, St. Thomas Titinius, and the
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.L~".--.~

1817, besides many volumes of rare old newspapers, as the Salem

of 1803, the Boston Gazette, 1813-17_
In Metaphysics, Ethics and kindred subjects besides the works of

.

e, Plato, St. Thomas, St. Anselm and their contemporaries, ·there
many of the modern authors, both Catholic and Protestant; viz., Locke,
, Berkeley, Dugald Stewart, Compton, Carleton, S.J. (folio-1649),
aga (folio-1669), Sanseverino, Palmieri, the Stonyhurst Series, and
In this connection, we may notice a

ve~y

rare and

dngu1ar work in Spanish by Maestro Pero Sanchez of Toledo, printed in
Its title is Historia Moral y Philosophics, et cetera, and it c.onmany curious facts and conferences from the lives of twelve celeand philosophers of antiquity.
Natural Science, ancient and modern writers.

The latter are parti-

's and Riverside Natural Histories, Dana's Minerology, Roscoe and
8chorlemmer's Chemistry, Tryon's Entomology, Barrande's Ohauvenet, Hard, Lardiner, and Michaux.

Twenty-one volumes of the Journal of Science

Arts; seventy-five volumes of Scientific American and Supplement (to
1893), the complete Revue des Questions Scientifiques.
History:
Jesuites, and the Lettres Edificantes, twenty-nine volumes;
lonia1History of New York, fifteen volumes; Histoire de France, fifteen
lumes by Velley, Villart and Garnier; Southey's Brazil, Burnet, Solis
1 and translations; Duruy's Rome, sixteen volumes (edition de luxe);
Bancroft's works, thirty-two volumes; several sets of the great
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of John G. Shea, and suoh doouments as would enable one to certify
any assertion made in the later volumes.
English Literature;
Some rare original editions:
anoient 01assios, Greek and Latin rare and magnificent editions; few
the great names in this division are wanting.
.~'~n\J~s

There are ninety-seven

complete in fine folio and quarto editions:

, 147;; Euclid, 1482; Boetius, 1491; are the oldest printed classics.
--Livy, Seneca,

Te~ence,

Juvena1, Virgil, Horace, Oicero, as well

less known among the Latin writers.
Inplee~"--·-Plato,

Demosthenes, Xenophon, Thucydides, Plutarch, Herodotus,

banius, Lysias, lsocrates, Lucian, Josephus, Athenaeus, Dio Oassius,
.u .. 'VF-, •••• _s

Laert., Diony. Ha1icar., Aretaeus, as also the great Greek poets,

complete edition of the Oratores Attica.

The great Thesaurus Antiqui-

Romanorum of Graevius-Gronovius-Sallengre in twenty-seven huge tomes.
Thesaurus is complete.

Valuable Lexica and other works of refer-

Ouriosa:
Black-letter editions of Magna Charta, 15;9 and 1602; the Charter
by i!lilliam and Mary to' the Provinoe of llassachusetts, printed in
Oamden1s Brittanica, a fine folio black-letter; a Tableau
Croix, 1651, a work entirely composed of engraved pages of text and
illustrations; the Our Father in ;56 languages printed at St. Petersburg; a prayer book that once belonged to Daniel O'Oonnell and which contains his autograph; the Blue Laws of Oonnecticut; the Laws of Elizabeth,
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,

Charles I and Charles II against Oatholics; a Franciscan breviary
thirteenth century.

.'

There are 120 volumes printed between 1500 and 1600, 350 volumes
.. _.. "",on 1600 and 1700.

T'

.'

Catholic Univeraity of America
Washington, D.C.

Up to seventy-five years ago, libraries were places where books were
but today they are places where books are kept for use.

The library_

longer considered an incidental feature of the college or university.
has noW become the center and the heart of the institution.
The Trustees, the Rectors, and the Professors of the Catholic University
recognized from the very beginning the relntion between
library and the University.

The necessity of collecting a large amount

literary material has been one of their constant cares 3ince the foundaI

of the University library in 1889.

No better proof of this could

given than to mention that over ;00,000 volumes have been gathered in
2

ahort space of 44 years.
In 1908, when the library was moved from Caldwell Hall to MacMahon
the number of volumes was 52,565 and when in 1928, the library ennow permanent quarters, the John K. Uullen Library, 280,068
lumes were placed on the shelves.

The total number of volumes has now

the 300,000 mark, including with standard works in various departa of knowledge, several special collections.

One of these is comprised

Americana and Irelandiana, numbering 15,000 volumes, and was presented
the library by the Rev. A.T. Oonnolly of Boston.

Statistics of Libraries. ·Nnshington, D.C.
Schneider, J. (Libr.) Oorrespondence.

1902.

Another is the extraor-

1460p.
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disary collection of Spanish and Portugese
the gift of Honorable M. De Oliverira, Lima.

literature, 40,000

Many of these are practically

unique copies and would command very high prioe..
said to be unrivalled, even in Portugal.

vol~es,

This collection is

As the library is being constantly

enriched by the donor, it may be said that ~'~epresents the corner stone
1
of a great Ibero-Hispanic collection in the United States.

The collection on Dante and on Shakespeare are both excellent, and

•

there is a group of works upon morrumenta1 brasses that is worthy of special
mention.

There are twenty-nine works printed before the year 1500, and

fifty-two manuscripts.

Students of Orientalia have the privilege of using

Rev. Hyvernat's extremely valuable library of about 15,000 volumes covering
2

the field in which the owner stands preeminent.
The library possesses a most excellent collection of reference books
including encyclopedias, cyclopedias, dictionaries, indexes, and bibliographies.

The national or trade bibliographies of the United States, England,

France, Germany et cetera, from beginning to date, are to be found on the
shelves.

3

As the University is intended rather for advanced study and

research than for under-graduate work, the following list will show that

the best works for source material are at the disposal of the students:

1.
2.

3.

Schneider, J.
Ibid.
Ibid.

(Libr.)

Correspondence.
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Iagne I S Greek and Latin Patrology.
Corpus Soriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum.
•
Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschechte der Attchresttichen
IJi teratur.
Corpus Inscriptiorum Graecorum.
Corpus Inscriptiorum Latinarum.
Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium.
Die Griechischen Christ1icken Schritteteller der ersten drei
Jahrhunderte.
Henry Bradshaw Society.
Monumenta Germaniae Historica.
Rerum Britannicarum nudii aevi scriptores.
1
Early English Text Society, et cetera,. et eetera.
Washington has been called the city of libraries, and the center of
Statistics show that

there are 17.54 library books

every person living in the Federal District, while the all United States
2

is but

1 If; per person.

\'lith over 8,000,000 books in the li-

of the nation's capital, it may be said that the student is surknowledge of ages.

The Oatholic University Library, the

in size of the libraries in the Distpict of Columbia, as to the numof volumes, is actually the best equipped after the Library of Oongress.
The

"John K.

?~ul1en

t:emoria1 Library" is of Kentucky limestone, three

and measures 270 x 150 feet.
is 140 x 150 feet,

~ith

The main reading room, on the

;

vaulted ceiling ;0 feet high.

Not

in the number of its books for carrying on research work in many fields,

in

~Any

other respects, the Library of the Catholic University is un-

by other Oatholic libraries in the country, and compares favorably

th all but a few endowed non-Catholic institutions.

Schneider, J. (Libr.) Correspondence.
Statistics of Public, Society and School Libraries,
No. ;7. 1p. ':lashington, D.O.
Ibid.

1929.

Bul. 19;0.
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St. Norbert College Library
'Nest de Pere,

~'!isconsin

The st. Norbert College Library was established with the school in
Twelve students from the literature department went to Green Bay
each purchased a book which they donated to the college library •
.. nIJ<>"'.s .lere sent out to parish priests and soon the collection of books
1

This library was situated in the old abbey building.
Administration building was erected, a room was set
to be used as a library.

St. Augustine's Literary and Dramatic

iety through a campaign and with the aid of a very small library fee;
.it possible to purchase many more books for the newly established

In 1915, accessioning of books began, and card cataloging was stand·ardized under the well-lmown Dewey System.

With the erection of Boyle

1917 I the library was moved to larger quarters.

In 1924 , the

ty library in the priory was combined with the student library into
is now the general library.

At.this time the library consisted of
2

six thousand books and two thousand pamphlets.
In 1925, the large senior recreation room which occupied the west
of the first floor of Boyle Hall, was converted into a library.

Annual College Catalogue, 1917-18.
Ibid.
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this addition of space for the library, new stacks were purchased
room for books.

All books that were stored in the abbey

of space in the library, were now brought over and placed
the stacks.

These books treated mostly of Religion, Patrology, Philoso1

and Latin and English Literature.
'ilith the introduction of more complete college courses, a necessary
was charged in order to enlarge certain branches of the library
Vlere needed for reference vvork in college classes.
11Ir:BncmeS

are Biology department and the Abbey department.

Two of these
All books in

branches are cataloged with the main library.
In the summer of 19;2, the library received extra stacks and reading
2

There are now ten large reading tables.

St. Norbert's has now

accommodations for study room and browsing corners.

Annual College Catalogue, 1924-25.
Des Peres, West de Pere, Wisconsin, 1926.
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Trinity Oollege
Washington, D.O.
1900

Trinity Oollege, for the higher education of women, affiliated with
oatholic University of America, is in charge of the Sisters of Notre
The requirements of the library of such an institution
higher then are those of the ordinary girls' academy.

How this demand

been met may best be described by quoting from a letter by the librarian,
Mary Patricia, sent in reply to a request for information.

Sister

We have a library of 38,000 volumes belonging to
the college. When Trinity opened in 1900, we had
about 200 books. Oontributions to the library
came from all our convents in this country, and
generous friends bought according to our desires.
Since then we have gone on increasing, and have
endeavored to build up the library symmetrically.
Five large rooms communicaticg "re shelved all
around and tables are provided for study and
writing. There are three stack rooms to which
the pupils have free access. They may take out
books, registering at the desk. Students engaged in research for classes in argumentation
for philosophy, sociology, or literary society
may have the book they need for reference in
their rooms. All arrangements and regulations are
intended to make the use of the books easier and
more helpful. For this reason the departments
have their own libraries: Chemistry', Biology,
Physics, Art, Et cetera, --ten in all.
These provisions show how the modern method of making the library
to the lecture hall and the recitation room BDe appreciated
applied in this Oatholic College for advanced training of women.
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Oomp1ete sets of several Catholio periodioals, some now out of print,
."

"United States Catholio Magazine", "Catholio Reading Cirole Review",
"Dolphin", and "Catholio ";iorld", are colleotions that one would
expect to find in a library so young.

An interesting edition of Pope's

"Iliad", printed twenty-four years before his death,
8.

.....nttlryll

"ist of subsoribers whioh is a literary roll-oall of the 18th
is shown in olass on speoial occasions.

A notable gift of the

and books on Shakespeare, Linooln and the drama in exquisite
the college by Mrs. P. O'Connor of San Jose, California,
donor also of a fine oollection of paintings and a set of the Fathers.
have not been ambitious to have a large library but a useful one" the

Three full-time librarians and seven

par~-time

assistants comprise

accompanying statistics depict the progression of all the Cathcollege libraries in the United States that have

av~ilable

•

records.

FROGRE2·SION OF CA':'EOLIC COLLEGE LIBRf-..P.IES

:JJ.t8
Founded

Spring Hill--~pring
Hill Co11ee:,e--

1830

J e 17J e t t

1850
4,0-]0

Hh e e s
"S e 1) t • In t . :)e ~) t • I n t • ~) e ,:! t • In t. ~. ':1. est ion1857-58 1376
1902
lS~9
naire,1932

-----

5, (YJO

St. Bernard--St.3ernard
College and _;i c::;i:1
School-1892

t:::o,OOO

14,000

3,550

15,050

Arkansas
Little Rock--St. John's
Seminary
1821

5,000

California
Benicia--"iEsionary College of St. Au~~,J.stine
1870
Los Ange1es--St. Vincent's C::11ese

600

l8C7

1,000

San Francisco--'::t.:ary's
College-1863

3,500

-----

19,877

22, =37

--2t.Ignatius ColleGe 1855

5,OCO

~8,~50

-_0,000

-----

10,ouo

19,000

45,000

___ .1_

2anta Clara--Santa ClurJ.
Co11ege-- 1851

-----

8,000

California (cont.

,
)

li'ounded

: .:. ",.nt c:. ~11ez--CollcGe o~.
Cur Lady of J-Llada1 oJ.pe - -18 64

-----

:~'JU

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

------

5,000

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

8,788

11,000

1889

-----

-----

-----

-----

294,716

300,000

1792

",5,000 26,000

";8,000

85,000

-----

150,000

II_-Gonzaga Colle ge--18 58

-----

-----

10,000

-----

-----

-----

"---:'t.John's Co118:::,e-1870

-----

-----

-----

II--Trinity Co11 8 C8 - - 1900

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

1,200

Chicac;0--;)e?au1 TJni v";rsi ty-1898 -----

-----

-----

-----

Venice--Loyo1a :Jni v8rsi ty-1929
Colorado
I..oretto--Loretto I-Ie i gt! ts
College
1918
District of Columbia
.,...

ashington--Catho1ic
University-It

--Georgetown
Co11ege--

-----

-----

;:';:;,000

38,000

9,000

21,972

25,000

------

------

39,199

--- -

9,000

25,000

-----

74,148

.1,000
-----

Illinois
13oJ.rbonnais--::t. Viato~
Co1lege-- 1871

II--Loyola TJni versi ty--18:J9

..

Illinois ( cant. )
Chicago--~t.Xavier

-----

-----

-----

Co11ege-- 1890

-----

-----

-----

1,000

Lis1e--St. Procol?ius
Co11ege-- 1901

-----

-----

-----

Peru--St. Bede Co11ege--1891

-----

-----

:::.uincy--2,t. Francis
Solanus Co11ege--

1859

-----

Eiver Forest--Eosary
Co11ege--1922
Teutopo1ie--St. Joseph' s
Co11ege--1862

-----

-----

19,300

-----

-----

------

21,900

-----

-----

8,000

------

-----

-----

2,100

5,450

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

------

16,050

-----

-----

-----

-----

5,000

------

15,000

Co11egevi11e--St. Joseph
Col1ege--1892

-----

-----

-----

5,000

17,365

-----

Notre Dame--Notre ')ame
:Jniversity--

2,000

--"---

10,000

60,000

137,068

155,465

-----

-----

-----

------

17,460

Co118[;e-- 1912
fI_-St. Stanislaus

Indiana

"

tt--~3t.

1842

::ary' s Co11ege-1855

15,000
,~

St .:,:ary-of-the-n'oods--St.
Eary's-of-the-ryoods Co11e c;e-1841

----- -----

-----

------

::'5,430

38,060

Date
?oundeJ

Indiana (c'.Jnt.)

Jewett Rhees Dept.Int. Dept.Int. Dept.Int.
1850 1857-58 1876
1902
1929

St. :'einrcld--St.,'einLc,c1' s
Collece-- 1860

6,000

.

Iowa

1o,000

Da venpo rt - -8 t. .c\m bro s e
Colleze--18B5
~ubu~ue--C1arke

Z,5,680

20,000

Colleze-1873

2,000

13,400

15,203

Atchison--Abbey Librclry,
St. Benedict's Colle8e--1856

15,000

40,000

52,008

l:.ansas

?ao1a--St.ru1ge1's ~ibrary,
College of Paola-- 1395
St.

~:ary'

5,000

s--St. ::ary's
Collese--1869

1,700

l5~OOO

.'

74:" 0 0v 0

.:>0,

Kentuclw
3ardstoDn--~t.

Joseph's
Co11ese--1824

0,000 5,000

2,000

Covington--Vil1a ::&donna
Col1ec;e--1921
Nazareth--Junior College
and ~\caa,eiTIY-1825

3,385
-----

\.

-----

3,000

13,320

.,

Date
Founded

LOLlisiana
Grand

Jewett
1850

Cote~u--~t.C~arles

Collewe--

1836

New Orleans--College of
LlL:laCulate Conce)tion-- 1847
---Loyola Jpiversity--

1904

St.Jallles--St. ::ary
Jefferson College--

1864

10,000
57,000
5,000

3,130

81,500

40,000

L:aryl and
3altimore--Loyola College-1852

-----

19,600

"--1J1t.St. Joseph Colle.::;e-1878 -----

------

"--Notre Dane of i:aryland Colle2e-139G

-----

-----

1I--St. ::ary's Collese-l:-,C3

12,000 13,000

50,000
9,000
8,752

-----

S6,000

30,000

19,000

24,500

Catonsville--~t.

Charles
College--1848

211icott City--2ock Hill
College--1857
Hagerstown--College of
St. James--

-----

GOO

4,100
5,000

1842

11,000

Co11eze--1869

18,000

--- •. -

~oodstock--~oodstock

35,000

80,000

Founded

'~assachusetts

i3oston--Boston

-----

Colle~e--18G4

7,000

------

-----

----19,050

- .... ---

-----

-----

-----

19,050

-----

-----

------

-----

5,125

-----

11,000

20,500

80,000

100,000

------ -----

------

8,000

27,OCO

-----

-----

-----

-----

------

16,483

-----

St. Joseph--St. John's
Co11e(;e--1857

-----

-----

1,600

18,000

50,000

-----

St •. Paul--Col1ec;e of St.
Catherine-- 1905

-----

-----

------

------

27,715

42,500

-----

------

-----

-----

15,000

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

8,500

It _

r~orc

-Etn,~!anue

1 Col1ege-- 1919

e s ter--Assuu;'Jti on
Col1ege--

I'--Eoly Croes Co118::;e--1843

4,220

-----

::1ichi h an
Detroit--:Jetroit Col1eGe-1877
It - -:::

ary srove College--1910

:annesota

"

"--Col1 e c;e of St.
Tho.:,as--

'.":inona--St.=:ary's Co11ege-1913

-----

ra s sO'J.ri
Cape Girardeau--St.Vincent's
Co11ege--1844

••
-----

-----

5,500

-----

-----.

-----

~issouri

Date
Founded

(cont.)

Jewett ~hees Dept.Int. Dept.Int. Dept.Int.
1850 1857-58 1876
1902
1929

Concordia--St.?~u1's

Co11ege--

St. Joseph--St.Joseph's
Co11ege-- 1867
st. Louis--Co11ese of the
Christian 3rothers-1860

-----

6,910

1883
625
-----

-----

22,000

20,000
9,700

----Fontbonne Col1eGe-- 1923
----St.Louis
~ebster

~Jni versi ty-1829

-----

16,000

17,000

41,500

Grove-- ~ebster
Co11ege-- 1916

147,511

134,633
11,318

Montana
He1ena--~t.

Et. Charles
Collese--

8,210

Nebr~J.ska

Omaha--Creighton
ryniversity-- 1879

7,400

41,500

2,000

10,0~0

45,049

NeVI :·1 am p s [] ire
~.:anchester--St.

;\nse.lm's
Colle ge--1895.

,

-----

i{ew Jersey

Convent Station--Santa
::!aria Library, College
of St. Elizabeth--

Date

Je"wett

Rhees

Founded

1850

l857-~8

!:lept.Int. Dept.Int. Dept.1.nt.

1876

1902

16,000

1899

Jersey City--St. Peter's
College-- 187~

10,120
400

1,600

Princeton--St. Joseph's
College--19l4
South Orange--Seton Eall
College--1856

20,000

5,000

Lal;,;:ewood--Georgian Court
Collece--1908
Newark--2t. Benedict's
Col1ege--1870

1929

10,000
6,000

40,000

New York
Alleghany--2t. BonaventJ.re
College--1857
An:landale-on-Eudson-I-loffnan ':emori al Library,
St. Stephen's Colleze-- 1860

8,907.

20,000

;~2,278

17,000

40,354

5,0'00

12,000

Brooklyn--St.~rancis'

Colle e--1858
II_-St. John's College-1870

23,495

New Yorl\: (cc;nt. )
Bro 0 l<:1yn- -~ t • :..Toseph's
College for ',,'omen--

Date
Founded

Jewett

Rhees

1850

1857-58

Dept. Int. Dept. Int. Dept.Int.
1 (V·<)
,,/Vf...J
1876
1929

1916

-----

-----

-----

-----

11,250

------

Buffalo--St. Joseph's
Col1ege--18G2

-----

-----

2,050

-----

-----

-----

"--Canisi'..l.s Collei,e-- 1370

-----

-----

5,000

::;4,272

26,000

-----

"--D'Youville Colle .;;e-l 908

-----

-----.

-----

-----

11650

8,500

15,500

48,546

-----

-----

36,700

------

-----

-----

-----

36,700

-----

-----

------ -----

-----

-----

14,334

18,670

It It--College of 2t.
Fr~ncis Xavier-1847

-----

-----

21,000

100,000

-----

-----

It It --~"ani:lc:.t tan College-1863

-----

-----

13,000

10,7 SO

32,000

30,000

-----

-----

-----

-----

17,712

-----

-----

-----

-----

10,000

20,0()0

17,282

Canton-- St. Lawrence
University--

1866

Fordham--Fordham (S8.
John and Joseph)--

1840

New York City--St. John
College-1341
11

II

11

11

"--College of the
~acred Eeart--

1847

"--Elizabeth Seton
I...ibrary, Colle:::::e of I.:t.
--1910
st. Vincent
II

----- ----9,500 12,090

-----

7,008

11

Niagara

~niversitYJNiagara

University --1856

••

Date
?ounded

Ne'..' York (c.)nt.)

Jewett Rhees Dept.Int. Dept.Int. De?t.Int.
1850 1857-58 1876
1902
1929

Rochester--St. Bernard
Semindry
--1898

20,000

So~th ~uclid--~otre

--1922

Dame College
~hite

?lains--~0od

Counsel College

3,217

--1923

Yonkers--St. Joseph
Seminary--Cathedral Col.-1896

42,000

North Carolina

2,200

Rale igh- -St .:,. ary S chool-1841

12,000

5,000

Oklahoma
3utGrie--Catho1ic

Cincinnati--~·t.

Col1e~e-1915

~~t.

2eminary

----

-----

l!ary
--1832

"--St. Xavier C811ege--184l
Cleveland--2t. Ignatius
College--l,381
"--;Jrsuline ColleGe --1922

6,372

15,100
5,600

-----

14,000

20,000
26,000

68,000

8,000
9,700

••

Jewett

Rhees

Founded

1850

1e57-58

--1900

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

30,000

Co11ec;e of ~:t • C! +
Joseph --1920

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

17,000

-----

-----

-----

-----

29,800

-----

--1869

-----

-----

-----

-----

10,000

-----

Greensburg--Seton ~il1
Colle c:;e--L~83

-----

-----

-----

-----

14,100

-----

ImmaCc.lla ta--Ia.:acI11a ta
College--1920

---..--

-----

-----

-----

9,000

-----

Latrobe--St.Vincent
Col1ege--1870

-----

-----

13,000

40,000

45,000

-----

Loretto--::3t. Francis
Co1lege--1845

-----

-----

21,000

-----

10,600

-----

Phi 1 ade 1 1)11i a- - ':t. St.
Joseph Colle t:;;e-1858

-----

-----

6,000

-----

11803

---~-

-----

-----

5,000

-----

-----

Date
Cl'lio (c.Jnt.)
Dayton--~nivGrsity

of

Dayton

Dept.Int. Dept.Int.. De i.Jt.. Int..
1929
1902
1376

:.!t. St. Joseph-on-tiler-"

•

'.IClIO,

'-J \) •

To1edo--'3t. John's 'Tni versi ty
--1898
Oregon
Port1and--St. "ary's
Co11e.::;e
Pennsylvania

"--La Salle ColleGe

--1868

9,300

~~enns

{1 ve;.ni a (c
\

I~'t

Date
?JJ.rlJecl

\

,.~

JC\'lett

Rhees

1850

1357-58

?i t t s D,-lr 611- -I::) ly J.host

Dept.Int. Dept. Int. De flt. Int.

1876

College--1878

-----

-----

-----

Sc ranton--:~ arY,'lood
College--1915

--..---

.....

_----

-""'---

Vi11anova--Vi11anova
Col1e;:!;e--1842

5,000

2,0:)0

1']02

3,000

----7,300

1°00
-'-''';

-----

-----

17,100

-----

28,387

32,000

Rhode Island
?rovidence--Pro~idence

College--1918

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

30,000

Mitche11--Notre Dame
Col1e.se--1923

-----

-----

-----

-----

4,275

-----

-----

-----

2,0=,0

------

-----

Ed':: ~.rd I s
Colle;;e--133G

-----

------

-----

5,UOO

17,550

-----

3rownsvi11e--St. ,J ose~)h
Colle::.:;e--1866

-----

-----

700

-----

-----

~
-----

i)al1as--St. r:ary'

-----

-----

-----

-----

4,207

-----

South Dakota

Tennessee
~emJhis--Christian

Broti:le rs College

--1372

1,200

Texas
~;'ustin--St.

2

Col.-l~,S2

Date
Tex~s

Founded

(c;)nt.)

Jewett Rbees Dept.Int.Dept.Int.
1850 1357-58 1376
1902

G·D.l V'c; ston- -',Tli ve 1''0:i. ty

of c:'t. ::ary

300

--1::355

San Antonio-- "-OUr Lady
of the Lahe Colle w e-1896 ----II

7,0'J0

-----

20,512

-----

.,

II--Incarnate t"'ol'd
Colle~e--1~OO

-----

/1

111

r

..L '-1 :I '_-'~'':;O

2:",000

J'tah
Salt Lake City--Collc:e
of ? t. ~!ar~'-- ,,')f - trIa -~'daS u tcll-19 26

5,500

"'asl1in;;ton
10,000

Lacey--St. ;':artin ColleL,e-1004
10,000

Spokane--GonzdgG. Collece--1287
Vanc:':)LlVer--:~oly

48,000-

.\n[;81' s
C'Jlle\.-e--1SGG

3,;:)00

60,000

--13~31

Cal v:.try--Ca L uci:.ii.1
J

:.~:)11ct~:ter:1

"

18,500

.:;'4"

Date

Jowett

(c ::~t.)
~:)rc.irie

St.

De)t.Int. De}t.Int. Dept.Int.
'1 r. 00
1876
1~02
..J~

~.'

..... 0.1

'.1.1 C~_.Len-T
.)lln' S CollG~e--12'72

c

Ct. Fr:.H1cis--cu1z,:ld.n
:ibrary, ~t.Francis
'Je;jinary-"":~st

TIhees
12~7-~e

l'8re--"t.
rbe rt C.)ll e ,_,e

13G6

40, OC~O

3,050

je
~;:o

Col1e~es

-- 135 ---

6,000

--1898
~rand

Tutal

G7,~ZJ

lOO,S90 622,983

1,030,229

3,~18,939

1,643.17
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CHAPTER III.
CATHOLIC

LIBR~.RIANS

UNITE

Having seen something of the various types of Catholic libraries and
learned their histories, the next step in our study is to determine what
of organization and library aids have grown out of
ideals for more and better work in the field of Catholic 1ibrarianship.
most important of these is the Catholic Library Association, whose
ory must be traced back to its narent, the National Catholic Educational
Association.
The National CatlF'lic Educational Association is an organization
composed of Catholic educators and other persons who have an interest in
the welfare of Catholic education in the United States of America.

It

includes several associations established to secure closer union and more
active co-operation in special lines of work.

The movement for unification

with an effort to establish a conference of seminary presidents and
professors.

A meeting called by the Right Reverend T.J. Conaty, Rector

of the Catholic University of America, was held at St. Joseph's Seminary,
1

York, in May, 1898.
I~Mn~Plmber,

A second meeting was held in Philadelphia,

2

1899,

but nothing further was done until April, 1904, when
Right Reverend D.J. O'Connell, representatives of

met and decided to revive the conference, and to hold
3
meeting in July, 1904 •

• Howard, Francis W. Educational Association.
New York:l9l4. Vol.5:305-7.
Ibid.
• Hoy.ard
•

Catholic Encyclopedia.

i
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The first meeting of the Association of Catholic Colleges and
~

Un~

•

rsities of the United States was called by the Right Reverend T.J. Conaty,

arid

1

was

held in Chicago in April, 1899.

since that time.

Anmal meetings have been held

The Parish School Conference was organized in Chicago

in July, 1902, and it was then decided to meet in Philadelphia, with the
2

!Ssociation of Catholic Colleges and Universities in

190~.

At the Phila-

delphia meeting the Parish School Conference passed a resolution empowering
a committee on organization to confer with the standing committee of the
!8sociation of Catholic Oolleges, and to draw up a plan of union.

~

These three oot:lferences met in St. Louis, July 12-14, 1904, and a
committee including representatives of each proposed a constitution to be
tried for one year.

The report of the committee was unanimously adopted

at a joint meeting of all three and the National Catholic Educational Association was formed July 14, 1904, the Right Reverend D.J. O'Connell
4
being unanimously elected President General of the Association.
The National Catholic Educational Association, an outgrowth of the
Catholic College

Co~erence,

had in mind a threefold object in these yearly

conferences of Catholic educators.

First, it meant to impress upon the

minds of the people of the United States the absolute necessity of religious
instruction and training as the basis of morality and sound education;

Report__qf the First Annual Conference of th.~ Association of Catholic
Oolleges of the United States. (1899-1904) O:'.tholic Unitersity press:
Washington, C.C. 1899.
2. Ibid.
~. Ibid.
4. National Catholic Educational Association Bulletin. 1904. Vol. l-~
(1904-1906) p.§4-~5.
1.

~.----~----------~

secondly, it aimed to arouse interest in the work being done in all departents of Catholic education; and thirdly, it strove to advance the intereats of Catholic education, to encourage co-operation among Catholic educational institutions, and to promote thoroughness of Catholic educational
~or~

in the United States.

This threefold object of the association is
1

evidenced in the constitution of the society which was adopted July, 1907.
According to the report of the secretary general there was on June
2

20, 1930, a total membership of 2559.

The Association publishes an annual

report giving all the papers and discussions of the association and its
departments.
ly which

ex>

It also publishes "The Catholic Educational Bulletin" quarter-

ntains matters of interest to the members of the association

and articles that have an important bearing on Catholic educational work.
In the formation of this phase of educational work the Oatho1ics
have obviously followed the lead of other schoo1e and teachers, notably

3

the National Educational Association, founded in 1886 , whose name it
practically took.
The National Oatholic Educational Association was in existence for
seventeen years before it became conscious that there was a special library problem in the Oatholic schools.

Again Oatholics were stirred to this

action by the example of non-Oatho1ics.

The National Educational Associ-

ation had a library section thirty years when the beginning of such a

1. National Oatholic Educational Association Bulletin. Vol. 27. (1930-;1)
13p.
2. Ibid. 20p.
3. iViley, George W. Americana. Chicago. 19;2. Vol.9: 698p.

.

considered in the National Oatholio Educational Association •
At the 18th annual meeting of the National Catholic Educational Association held at Cincinnati, Ohio, June 27-;0, 1921, Rev. Paul J. Foik,
O.S.O., with the approval of the Secretary General and the President of
the Department of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the National Catholic
tional Association, presented a preliminary report showing the necessity for the establishreent of some organizationwithin the Association
1

dealing with the library problems as they affect education.

The need

of such a section or at least a librarian's round table within the National
Oatholic Educational Association where those interested could come to
discusS informally their experiences and their difficulties in library
practice and administration was obvious to all interested in Catholic
education.
The objectives of the proposed Library Section as the professional
Catholic Library center were to be reflective of the actual needs of our
libraries.

By means of the Round Table discussions each could draw on the

experience of every other librarian, speoial committees would be formed
to solve any difficult situation in library administration.

Thus a thor-

augh understanding of the general Catholic library problems was the aim
of the Libr?ry Section of the Nat'conal Oatholic Educational Association.
The deliberations of the Library Section in conferenoe were to furnish

1.

National Oatholic Educational Association Bulletin.
(1921-1922) Yo1.18: 107p.

".'lashington, D.C.

sort of clearing house for library knowledge.
oatholic

libr~rians

The cumulative effort of

for the improvement of conditions in our universities,

colleges, and secondary schools would be thus accomplished by the centralize.tion of responsibility.
The need for an index to material appearing in our Catholic periodicals
an accepted fact since the first attempt of the formation of the Library
on of the National Catholic Educational Association.

n1e publication

of this index was considered the most important single contribution the
1

Library Section could make to the cause of higher education.

The story

of the realization of this and the other ambitions of the Library Section
will be fully told in following paragraphs.
By the approval of the preliminary report at the Cincinnati conference
a Library Committee "ras appointed and empowered to make a survey of libraries
in the higher Catholic educational institutions in the United States.

A questionnaire and circular were sent out to 2166 universities, colleges,
2

academies, seminaries, and high schools

in order to endeavor to determine

advisability of forming within the Department of Colleges and Secondary
Schools a section to discuss problems fOr the improvement of library
conditions in Catholic sdhoo1s.
questionn~ire.

The committee received 267 answers to the

In anticipation of the action of the executive committee

1. Foik, Paul J., C.S.C "College and Secondary School Library Organization~
National Catholic Educational Association Bulletin. Vol. 18
(1921-22) l08p.
• Brother Thomas F.S.C. Report of Committee.
Bulletin. Vol. 19 (1922) l02p.

loP
the Department of Oolleges and Secondary Schools, eighty-six libraries
""pressed their willingness to co-operate rlith the Association in a Oatholic Library movement and expressed their desire to send representatives
the meetings, thirty-four possibly would be present, sixteen were doubtanswer, and seventy-one replied in the ne;ative.

The

267 were unanimous in expressing their co-operation although attending
1

the meetings might not be possible.
Disheartening as these results were, the Oommittee persevered in its
intentions of establishing the Library Section, and in

192~

at the Annual

ntion of the National Oatholic Educational Association held in Oleve, a Library Section \'Ias formed with the sanction and approval of the
2
Catholic Educational Association.
And though the Library Section was one of the most active and progressive of all the departments of the National Oatholic Educational Association, it numbered in June,

19~1,

more than 200 members at the most.

eight years after its organization,
~

And we had at this date (19~1),

sixteen universities, fifty-one seminaries for the training of secular
clergy and

ll~

seminaries for the religious orders, 552 high schools,

4
112 colleges, and 7,000 elementary schools.

Every one of these, or at

1. Brother Thomas, F.S.O. OPe cit. 102p.
2. National Oatho1ic Association Bulletin. Vol.19 (1922-2,) 2~p.
Stinson, William M., S.J., Report of the Oatholic Library World.
Massachusetts: 19,1.
• Vest Pocket Book of Oatholics. Sunday Visitor Press. Huntington,
Indiana: 19,1.
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a vast majority of them should have been represented in the Library

.'

That Catholics are unenthusiastic in supporting their own enterprises

is an oft-repeated charge.

Is it more than a charge, or is it a substan-

Those who have been intimately concerned with different Cathare quite convinced that it is by no means an unproved
ion.

Take the facts of the establishing of the Library Section of
Educational Association--12%, approximately, of the

lic institutions of learning concerned themselves sufficiently to
the questionnaire sent out by the Committee on Organization.

Their

sts in the various undertakings of the Library Section have pracin this proportion.
It is puzzling.

Why this apathy in our own inter-

Poverty, timidity,

short~andedness,

fear of campar-

the strong American Library Association that apparently overawe
paralyze the efforts of our Catholic librarians are probably the causes
this seemingly indifference.
Regardless of the lack of co-operation of the vast majority of Catholic librarians, the Library Section forged ahead.

At the Twenty-eighth

Convention of the National Catholic Educational Association held in Phi1alphia, June 22-25, 19,1, a new organization to be known as the IICatholic
1

brary Associationll was formed.

The expanding program of this Library

1. National Catholic Educational Association Bulletin.
p. 268-271.

Vol 28. (19,1-,2)
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ion, the work already in hand, and new projeots to be undertaken,

•

,b ieh lay beyond the scope of the National Catho1io Eduoational Assooiation
,otitities, made it advisable to ask separation fram the parent organization that the work of the Catholic libraries might be oarried on nore
definitely and efficiently.
The request was graciously acted upon at the closing General Meeting
of the National Catholic Educational Assooiation Convention on Thursday,
1

June 25, 19,1,

and on that day the "Catholio Library Association ll began
The preamble of the constitution of this Assooiation states

aim:

liThe

pur~ose

of this organization shall be to initiate, foster,

encourage any movement direoted toward the progress of Catholic library
The Association functions under a president, a vice-president, a
and an executive board of six menbers, two of whom
2

office for one year, two for two, and two for three years.

Member-

is open to all interested in the purposes of the Catholic Library
iation.
This time was opportune tor an organization of this kind.

For some

past there had been a constant growth of interest in Catholic liWe are far more library-minded now than we \'1ere ten years
, and from present indications we shall continue so in future years.
·,'then the Catholic Library Assooiation began its work, it had two

• National Catholic Educational Association Bulletin.
l7lp.
Ibid. l69p.

Vol. 28. (19,1-,2)

l~

claiming its attention:
Library World.

.'

The Catholic Periodical Index

To the development of these two important

projects all its energiee were directed.

But the Catholic Periodical

Index claimed first importance.
The publication, appearing quarterly, indexes by author and subject,
the contents of fifty representative American and foreign Catholic magazines.

It opens up for those consulting it all the wealth of material

stored up in the indexed magazines.
~ount

The convenience thus offered and the

of time saved is patent to anyone who has tried to look up maga-

zine material.

Instead of looking through fifty different magazines,

the Catholic Periodical Index brings the contents of all these into one
lurne and lists the material under an author and subject index, and accomplishes in a few moments what otherwise would require many tedious hours
of searching.

The scholar who relies upon his "bump of

loc~tion"

to find

in what he has onee read, not only wastes time in locating it, but he
sses altogether what lies outside of the limited circle of his personal
This statement might seem so obvious as to be superfluous; but
riences with the public in libraries has shown that there is room for
considerable elementary instruction in the use of indexes.
The various printed indexes to periodicals, of which there are a
r published, furnish keys to the principal non-Catholic literature
a serial nature issued in this country, Great Britain and Europe.
eles are indexed under the name of the author, the topic that forms
subject-matter of the article, subdivided if necessary by country, and
Iso under the editor1s or translator's name, and even under the title,

las in case of plays.
~y

By this means the literary work of a given author

.'

be easily traced, or material bearing upon any of the many subjeots

of human knowledge or speculation may be found quickly and accurately.
1'\18 principal printed indexes to periodicals are the following:

"The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature n , published by the H.
1. Wilson Company, New York, in which 142 periodioals are indexed.

liThe International Index to Periodicals", by the same publishers,
devoted chiefly to the humanities and scienoe, (formerly the Readers Guide

~

Supplement), which covers serials in foreign languages as well as in English

f .nd includes 277 periodicals of which 97 are foreign, principally French

t and German, with some Dutch, ItaHan, and Spanish titles.
Annual Magazine Subject Index (Faxons) a co-operative enterprise
publiahed in Boston and taking in periodicals not indexed elsewhere, mostly
in the fields of drama and history, total 145 periodicals.

In accordance

with the plan of not indexing periodicals covered by other general indexes,
this index varies its

~ist

from year to year, dropping periodicals which

[have been taken over ry other indexes and adding new titles.
The Subject Index to Periodicals, a co-operative British enterprise,
covering about 530 serials.
Besides these there is the vast German International Bibliography,
which before the war indexed over 3,000 serials in various languages,-and
1

the Book Review Digest,

which is both a key and an abstraot referring

1. r'ludge, I.G. Guide to Reference Books.
Chicago:1929. p.5-l8.

American Library Association.
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reviews of current books.
','fhat Catholic periodicals are included in these indexes? There are
bUt cine
1.

in all, which are as follows:

American Irish Historical Society Journal, New York.

While this is

not exclusively Catholic, of course, it is of Catholic interest.
Indexed in the Annual Magazine Subject Index.
2.

American Catholic Historical Society Records, Philadelphia.

Indexed in

the Annual J,:agazine Subject Index.
~.

American Catholic Quarterly Review.

Philadelphia, indexed in the

International Index to Periodicals.

4. Catholic World, New York. Indexed in the Reader's Guide.
5,

Commonweal,

New York.

Indexed in the Reader's Guide.

6. Catholic Historical Review,

Washington.

7. Catholic Record Society Publieation,

Indexed in the Annual.

London.

Indexed in the ====:::'""'

0.1 Index.
8. Dublin Review.

London.

Indexed in the Annual,

International,

and

Subject Indexes.

9. Hid-America,

Chicago.

Indexed in the Annual.

10. United States Historical Society. Historical Records and Studies,
New York.

Indexed in the Annual.

A Catholic college library taking only the Reader's Guide will thus
get references to the Catholic ilJorld and Commonweal and to none of the
others.

A library having that and the Annual Magazine Subject Index will

get references to six out of the nine Catholic periodicals mentioned.
Catholic publications indexed are all of high grade

~nd

the reason

,

l----------------~

for their inclusion in these indexes is undoubtedly the fact that they
a.re of interest to others beside Catholics.

When we survey the field of

periodicals conducted by Catholics, we find many more of undoubted excellence and of enduring value, which Catholics would find most useful for
reference, but which will probably not be indexed in the publications
mentioned above; therefore, we see the need of having our own Catholic
index.
If Catholic stu r1 ents are expected to read Catholic authors and to
get the correct Catholic viewpoint, then it is important that sufficient
bibliographical apparatus be furnished to these readers in order that they
may procure Catholic material by Catholic writers.

An unlimited amount

of commendation should be given to the librarians who conceived the idea
of issuing such a bibliographical aid as the Catholic Periodical Index of
Catholic literature for such students.
A.ccording to the preface of the first number, dated March, 1930, the
Oatholic Periodical Index is the result of more than five years of intensive effort initiated by Rev. Paul J. Foik, C.S.C."
Since the formation of the Library Section of the National Catholic
Educational Association in 1923, the publication of this Index has been
1
~he

prime ambition of the associated Catholic librarians.

~riginal

Under the

chairman, Rev. Paul J. Foik, O.S.O., the founder of the Library

• National Catholic Educational Association Bulletin.

Vol.18 (1921-22).

~----------------------------------------~--~lO·7-

section, constant efforts were made to keep the matter of the Oatholic
periodical Index before the Association.
As in all cultural enterprises, the first strenuous effort was crassly
material.

But this was successful through the generosity of the National

oatholic Educational Association and the universities and colleges and
1

other interested friends who contributed to the reserve fund.

The second

strenuous effort, after the financial problem was solved was that of seTwenty-three of these representing as many univer. 2
sities and colleges, appear on the checklist of co-operating indexers.
~ring

the laborers.

This service has been a voluntary contribution to the cause of Oatholic
librarianship.
Thus after much struggle and too little support, Mr. Fitzgerald, with
his assistant editors, Miss Marion Barrows and Sister Mary Reparata, Li'brarian, Rosary Oollege, River Forest, Illinois, and with the co-operation
of the H.W. Wilson Company, finally brought the project that had occupied
the attention and special consideration of the Library Section into achievemente
The arrangement of the Index is alphabetical under both author and
subject, and is similar in form and size to the rlilson aids to periodical
1iterature •

The first annual vo lume was printed by H. W. Wilson Oompany

though published by the Library Section of the National Catholic Educational

1.
2.

Catholic Periodical Index.
Ibid. ivp.

Scranton,

Pennsylvania:l9~O.

iip.
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!Ssociation under the guidance of an editorial board.

..

The subscription

price of the Oatho1ic Periodical Index has been arranged on the servicebasis.

The libraries which receive a maximum number of the periodicals
1

indexed are assessed more than the smaller libraries with fewer magazines.
The editor and the co-operating librarians who have given and are
giving their services freely to the compiling of the Index felt assured
that this important work would meet with the immediate and enthusiastie
from at least every Oatholie library and literary circle in the

~pport

country.

And now, at the completion of the second volume, what is the
2

story?

Only 280

;

the 2285

eopies of the 19;1 index sold.

Approximately 12% of

Oatholie Colleges and Academies are subscribers.

And the entire

edition of the cumulated volume (1,000 copies) must be sold to meet the

4

deficit of $1290.45.

Even if this is aceomplished, it will mean that the

Index will face its third year with no funds to meet current expenses.
The second major activity claiming the attention of the Oatho1ic
Library Association is the official organ of the Assoeiation--a monthly
,publication known as the Oatholic Library World.
.

5

way in November, 1929,

Appearing in a humble

it has with the Mareh 15, 19;; issue, gone through

1. Oatholic Library World. Vol. " No.9, 1p.
2. H.W. Wilson Company, Correspondence.
3. Directory of Catholic Schools and Colleges, ~Nashington, D.O. 1932. lOp.
4. H".v .'Nilson Oompany, Correspondence.
5. National Catholie Educational Association Bulletin. Vol. 27, 19;0-;1.
227p.
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five munbers.

Many journals start with an elaborate munber and
.;

mediocre as the months go on.

The Catholic Library World has re-

this method of procedure and from a very humble beginning has steadeach succeedihg munber.

Comparing the last munber (March,

first (November, 1929) the reader can easily note the growth
From a single mimeographed sheet it has developed into an
eight-page attractive printed paper.

In its present form it contains

editorials, articles of interest concerning Catholic libraries, news from
want and offer lists and names of new subscribers.
M:.!~::...z.-...;...;;.---

The Catholic

offers the only opportunity known to Catholic librarians

knowledge of Catholic library activities and of an interchange
~

ideas among Catholic librarians throughout the year.

It is probably

because of this fact that it has gained such a vlelcome from those who
',)'hen one considers the number of Catholic libraries that are
through the country, it does not require long thought to underhelpful and interesting would be a monthly publication devoting
itself entirely to the interests and problems of these Catholic libraries.
And this is just what the Catholic Library Ylorld does.
There are at present in the United States more than 300 colleges and
seminaries, and 2,123 high schools.

Now everyone of these colleges and

schools has some sort of a library, and consequently one or more 1iTo enroll everyone of these libraries on the subscription
of the Catholic Library World is the first objective of the Catholic
Association.

Through this side distribution the Catholic Library

can become a powerful medium for the Catholic libraries of the United

110

One of the objectives of the formation of the Library Section of the
Catholic Educational Association was to provide an opportunity
the Catholic librnrians to discu8s problems and suggest improvements
libr~',ry

conditions in Catholic schools.

The third project of the

tbOlic Library Association aims to do this by means of the various libraconferences.

At present these conferences are held in the East, Pacific

st and the Mid-West.

This project of the Catholic Library Associ-

lacking the support of the Catholic librarians.

The Mid-

Conference at Chicago, December 27 and 28 at Loyola University and
lein College was the largest and most enthusiastic in the annals of
lic library history.

Eighty-three librarians were present.

1fuen

one recalls the small percentage this number is of the entire number of
Oatholic librarians, one is not inclined to be unduly enthused over this
record-breaking attendance.

Quite candidly many of the religious attending

this conference acknowledged the prime reason for their being in Chicago
at this time was not to attend the Catholic Library Association but to
be present at the

.~erioan

is planned as an appendage.

Library Assooiation to which the conference
With this attitude of a goodly portion of

our religious librarians, it is apparent why the Catholic Library Assooiaexperiencing such difficulties in firmly establishing its projects,
ly, the Catholic Periodical Index and the Catholic LIbrary '(forld and
its conferences.

CHAPTER IV
LIBRARY SCHOOLS
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Oltapter IV
Library Schools
In pursuing our subject, "The Catholic School Library in the United
not be amiss or irrelevant to trace briefly the history
training for librarianship, and to describe the various courses offered
library schools and colleges in general before discussing the Catholic
brary Schools and the training for librarianship given by Catholic Colleges -:md Uni versi ties.

Special training for librarianship Was doubtless suggested by the
professional schools as those of law and medicine.

That the

ican Library Association, founded primarily for the promotion of 1iand librarianship, should early take an active interest in the
of professional training for librarianship is quite natural.

The

paper on the subject to be presented at an American Library Associconference, "Selecting and Training Library Assistants" WaS read at
1

innati in May, 1882 by James L. Whitney.
The year preceding, however, at the ':lashington Conference, Samuel
• Green, in his paper on "Library Aids", mentioned three articles treating
2

"Need of Trained Librarians. II
The Association's active study of professional training dates from
Buffalo conference of 1883.

Melvin Dewey, then librarian at Oolumbia

• Library Journal. Chicago, Illinois.
Ibid. Vol. 6: p. III.

Vol. 7:p.136-9, 200.
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.'

oollege, described a proposal for a school of Library Economy at that
institution and asked for co-operation.

The proposal met with criticism

and opposition, for in some quarters the prejudice against formal training
was strong.

However, at the close of the discussion, the President was

directed to appoint a committee to "take into consideration during the
1
year all projects and schemes for the education of librarians, and report
in detail at the next meeting.

The committee kept in close touch with

Mr. Dewey's plane, reporting progress to the Association at each succeeding
conference, and in 1888, at the end of the first seeeion, stated that the
School had "fully justified the opinion of those persons

?rho

favored its

2

esta b li shmant n •
Thus education for librarianship began to be recognized, and within
)

the six years after the opening of the school at Oolumbia in 1887,

two

additional schools were established: Pratt Institute School of Library
Science, and the school at Armour Institute of Technology which four years

4
later became the University of Illinois Library School.
In 1900, the Oommittee on Library Schools, in its report on the
existing agencies, recommended that the American Library Association enlarge the functions and authority of the American Library Association
ComTtittee so as to enable the careful examination of all the schools, and
5

to endorse those worthy of approval.

Although no action was taken on this

1. American Library Association Proceedings.
111-12.
Ibid. 62: 80-85.
Ibid. 7: 97-100
Ibid. 12: 85-88.
Ibid. 22: 8)-86.

Ohicago, Illinois. 61:28,

ll~
reco~mendation,

.'

the trend of thought of the profession began to focus

upon the problem of educati0n for librarianship and different types of
agencies were developed for its

promoti6n~--library

training and apprentice

classes, summer courses, and correspondence courses as well as more library
1

schools.
In 1915, ten of the thirteen existing library schools formed themselves into the Association of American Library Schools and agreed to
2

maintain certain standards.
The Committee on Library Training recommended, and the Council of the
American Library Association approved, in April, 192"

the appointment

of a temporary Library Training Board "to investigate the field of library
training, to formulate tentative standards for all forms of library train-

,

ing agencies, to devise a plan for accrediting such agencies, and to report to the Council."

This board in carrying out the program assigned to it, planned a
series of meetings in various parts of the country, at which there was
free discussion of the questions involved in the work of the Board.

Pro-

visional standards for the various agencies for instruction were formu1ated as a guide for fUture work.

A permanent Board of Education for

4
Librarianship was appointed in 1924.

American Library Association Proceedings, Ohicago, Illinois. 27:
121-23, 126.
2. ,~erican Library Association Bulletin, Ohicago, Illinois. Vol.20:413.
Ibid. Vol.17:197.
Ibid. Vol.18:225, 19:197.
1.

upon the establishment of the Board of Eduoation for Librarianship

.'

tne Committee on National OeTtification and Training was discharged, its
1

fUnctions being taken over by the new board.
During the year 1924-25, the Board visited all the library schools,
held consultation with educational authorities and librarians throughout
the country, both in personal conferences and in open meetings; seoured

a ruling of the Assooiation of American Universities regarding degrees

to be conferred upon the completion of library curricula; and assembled
2

JUch data regarding education for librarianship as a basis for future work.
-The Uininn.un Standards for Library Schools" which it reoommended to the

Oounoil in July, 1925, were adopted unnnimously after a seriatim reading.
This :9 the first program of library education to be approved by the professional organization.
The chief interest of the American Library Association in the subjeot
of professional training is now oentered in the Board of Education for
Librarianship.

To this Board the Oarnegie Oorporation pledged a splendid

gift of $4,000,000, of which more than $1,000,000 actually went to endow
the graduate school of librarianship at the University of Chioago, and
another $1,000,000 provided an annual

in~me

to aid other library schools.

il the endowment is completed another million will be used in the gen-

1. l\merican Library Association Bulletin, Chicago, Illinois. Vol.18:225,
19:197 •
• Second Annual Report of the Board of Education for Librarianship (1926)
p. 49-5.8.
Ibid.
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1

eral activities of the Assoeiation in aiding library schools.
~erican

..

Thus, the

Library Assoeiation has been financially able to continue its

'researches and the establishing of standards by which Oatholic libraries
as well as others are forced to be governed.
':lith the Board of Education for Librarianship established in the
~erican

develop.

Library Association, a general library consciousness began to
Eight years after the establishment of this Board, there were

25 Library Schools accredited by the Board of Education for Librarianship
as conforming, at least to the "Minimum Standards for Library Schools"
adopted by the Council of the American Library Assoeiation, and functioning
2

according to the standards of this Board.

;

The total number of graduates

to date of these schools is 11,258.
The courses offered by "Accredited" and other library schoole may
at the present time be divided into three classes: library schools, and
summer schools, and training classes.
1)

Library schools may be affiliated either with a university or

some other educational institution, or with a library_

Thus St. Catherine

brary School, in St. Paul, Minnesota, is a department of the Oollege
St. Oatherine; Our Lady of the Lake Library School, San Antonio, Texas,
part of the college whose name it bears.

On the other hand, the Southern

ining School is an adjunct of the Oarnegie Library at Atlanta, Georgia;

• American Library Association Bulletin.
• Ibid. Vol. 26:214-15.
Ibid. Vol. 26:216.

Ohicago, Illinois.

Vol.20:71.
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Albany School, of the New York State Library etc.

.'

Of course, it ie

ble that any library school should be able to avail itself of a
library for training.

Schools connected with colleges naturally

college library for this purpose; but as the training thus afforded
1S not sufficiently general, such schools are often affiliated also with

nearest public library, and so on.
2) 'Summer schools require little preliminary explanation, their
relation to the longer and more formal courses being precisely that of a
versity1s summer schools to its regular sessions.

They may be carried

by the faculty of a school, as at Rosary Oollege, River Forest, IllinOis,
by i.ndividual librarians; and their proper function is to provide instruction for library assistants who have time only during their summer
~cations
~e

to take a course of this kind.

They are, of course, open to

charge of superficiality, which is objectionable only when it is misfor thoroughness.

3) Training Olasses are local and special. Apprentices were formerly received into libraries individually and allowed to learn what they
could in return for such assistance as they could give.
~Bcent,

this practice still obtains in some places.

Although obso-

The training clase

originated in an attempt, by the libraries having much of it to deal with,
~

systematize this apprenticeship.
Taking up the three grades of instruction a little more in detail,

let us glance again at the library schools proper.

At the outset, zeal

in the establishment of schools far outran discretion.

The story is told

of two maiden ladies in the 'Jest, innocent of all knowledge of libraries,
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.'

of the public library in a near-by city and asked for
a few minutes of his time to give them information of his work, as they
,ere planning to start a library school.
one extreme.

This may be regarded as typifying

It would be difficult to give an idea of the curriculum of

the library schools, .and still more so to attempt any comparison between
them.

Fost of them vary in requirements for admi ssion, special curricula,

degrees granted, and the like.

Information on these points can be obtained

by application to the directors of the individual schools.

In library schools that offer a two-year course for college graduates
only, with the degree of B.L.S. (Bachelor of Library Science) the work
of each year is generally divided into four parts--administrative, bib1iographic, practical, and technical.

The instruction is by lectures, class

practice work, discussion, the giving of problems, and required reading.
Each student is required to form a collection of material on the various
phases of library work and to submit before graduation an original bibliography, or reading list, representing at least two hundred hours of actual
Some of these are useful.
A one-year course is open to students with at least two years of co1work.

This course is generally divided into administrative, technical,

bibliographic, literary, historical, and miscellaneous studies, with
'laboratory work" in the library.

These two courses are fairly typical.

The training class, as has been said, is merely a group of library
entices whose work has been unified and systematized..

This may best

done in a system of branch libraries where there is opportunity to
ve a variety of practical work.

In a course of, say, nine monthe, three

,
118
r~--------------~are generally devoted entirely to recitations and lectures, and six to
practical

~ork,

say two months at each of three selected libraries.

.'

The

librarian serves as teacher to those who are under his charge; hence,
such a class, if properly administered, is in a way, analogous to the
preceptorial system in a college.
The Oatholic Oolleges and Universities have only recently taken part
in this rapid development of library schools and training for librarianship:
Library Schools in the United States were functioning for thirty years
before the Oatho1ic Oolleges began to offer courses in library technique.
Library Science was first offered under Oatholic auspices at the 001lege of St. Oatherine, St. Paul, Minnesota, as a short nine-credit course
1

in the year 1918,

seven years before the standards of the Board of Educa-

tion for Librarianship were adopted by the Council of the American Library
2

Association in July, 1925.

This Teacher's Oourse in library methods in-

eluded elementary reference, cataloging, classification, and library management.
tion.

Two years of acceptable college work were required for registra-

The requirements for the school librarian's certificate in Minnesota

were then met.

In September, 1926, the Oollege offered a principal se-

quence in library science.

Six courses were open to students of the Junior

College; eight to those of the Senior Oollege.
With September, 1929, the Oollege of St. Oatherine Library School
was founded and a one-year program leading to the degree of Bachelor of

1.
2.

Questionnaire.
American Library Association Bulletin.

Vol.18: 225, 19:197.

l

Education for Librarianship.

In May,

19~,

the Board granted the customary
.:
provisional accreditation that precedes the conferring of the official
1

recognition.

This latter privilege St. Catherine received April, 19)1.

To date st. Catherine's has 27 graduates of the Library School, 1) of whom
received the degree of B.L.S.

Twenty of these graduates are at present

2

holding library positions.
Our Lady of the Lake College, San Antonio, Texas, is second in line
of the Catholic Colleges to begin the project of establishing a library
training center, with courses leading to the degree of Bachelor of Library
Science.

In the fall of 19)1, Our Lady of the Lake College, in an effort

to meet the demands of the day opened a Library Science Department.

A

one-year course of thirty gemester hours' credit is being offered and leads
to the degree of Bachelor of Library Science.

The program includes courses

in book selection, trade and subject bibliography, reference, lending
routine, administration, school

libr~ry

management, as well as the more

technical subjects, cataloging and classification.

The department is

being conducted in conformity with the regulations of the Board for Librarianship of the American Library Association, from which it is seeking

;

approval at as early a date as is possible.
Our Lady of the Lake College aims to fill a real need in supplying
training to its students, to the librarians in school and county libraries,
and especially to the members of the teaching religious o"rders in the

1.

2.

~.

Cecilia (Libr.) st. Catherine's. Correspondence.
American Library Association Bulletin. Vol. 26:216.
Questionnaire.

~
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..

Southwest who are endeavoring to meet the requirements for librarians in
1

I

their schools.

i\.t present, St. Oatherine IS Oollege and Our Lady of the Lake Oollege
a.re the only Oatholic Oolleges offering a Bachelor of Library Science in
Library Science.
Rosary College, River Forest, Illinois, and Nazareth Oollege, Louisville, Kentucky, both have senior undergraduate departments 6f Library
2

Science, the former since September, 1952;
1929.

the latter since September,

As yet, however, the degree of Bachelor of Library Science has not

been conferred on the students of this department.
Rosary College has given courses in Library Science since the opening
of the college, October, 1922.
were offered.

At that time six credit hours of work

The number of courses offered has been increased in accordance

with the demand, until, at present, it offers thirty credit hours to senior
students, and two credit hours to freshmen.

Training for teacher-librarians,

and for librarians of high schools and the small college library,

5

is the

aim.

St. Francia Oollege, Brooklyn, New York, has had courses'in Library
Science since 1922-25.

There are two courses offered, that for freshmen

being a study of books and libraries and their use in general and of St.
Francis library in particular.

The senior course is limited to students

of senior standing and gives instruction in Library Methods and Library

1.

2.

Rosar

3. Sister

Illinois.
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1
practice and simple Bibliography.
At the "Downtown College" of Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois,
1929, tno majors in library technique were offered.

St. Bonaventure Co1-

2

lege, St. Bonaventure, New York, and }Tiagara University, New York,

5

both

'T

beg:1n courses in library science in 1950.
5

Funde1ein College, Chicago, Illinois,

Saint tlary-of-the-\7oods, St.
6
Eary-of-the-:.'ioods, Indiana; st. Mary's College, Notre Dame, Indiana,
are Catholic colleges that began thirty hour courses in library science
in 1932.
The Colleges and Universities offering only summer courses in Library
\'lork are as fol1ows-Notre Darae University.

The first course in library methods was given

in the summer session of 1918.

The same courses have been given each
7
summer except 1929 when no courses were offered.
The Catholic University

of America inaugurated a tentative library course at the summer session
of 1929.

The full course which covers thirty semester hours, and which

may be completed in four summers if the student earns six credits the
first summer and eight each of the three following summers.

The curriculum,

which is the same as that offered in all summer courses throughout the
country, oomprises twenty required and ten elective courses, the latter

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Questionnaire.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Byren, Paul R., Librarian of Notre Dame.

Correspondence.
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being so grouped as to represent certain tyPes of service: college, school,
special and ehilaren!'s libraries.
last (l9~2) Slli~er session.
to fifteen for the

Plans are being made to increase the courses

session.

19~~

Eleven courses were given during the

Besides the regular class and laboratory

periods, students visit the various libraries in Washington.

The Folger

Shakespeare library, the Oongressiona1 and Public libraries, the United
states Department of Educaii on, and Printing Plant and the children's libraries were among those observed by the students.
The co&rse is further enriched by lectures delivered by visiting or
1

faculty lecturers.

The University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio, has two courses
2

each summer since 1929.
Although Nazareth College, Louisville, Kentucky, conducts winter
courses, it specializes in summer professional courses in library science
for the training of school librarians, teacher-librarians, and, more especially, the members of its own and ot:her religious orders.

From its

beginning in 1929, the department has had the close co-operation of the
American Library Association in the planning of the curriculum and the
carrying out of requirements for accreditation.

In the summer of 1952,

an informal "visit" made to the school by the Board's representative gave
hope for early official recognition.

Two Sister librarians and two seculars,

experienced teachers and graduates of leading universities and library

1. Mother Mary Agatha,
2. ~1uestionnaire.

COJllr'l.onvrea1.

Vol. 19:20.
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schools, comprise the staff.

.,

The school numbers among its lecturers Mr •

Harold Brigham, Librarian of Louisville Public Library and member of the
I

Board of Education for Librarianship.
';/hen Fazareth College initiated summer library courses in 1930, there
was not a single course in library science to be had in the city of Louisville.

The pioneering work of Nazareth Oollege has made for a more prac2

tical appreciation of library school

~ork

in the vicinity of Louisville.

To summarize--The Catholic educational group has one accredited Librury School, St. Catherine's, St. Paul, Minnesota,; another on probation,
Our Lady of the Lake, San AntoniO, Texas,; a Department of Library Science,
likewise under probation, Nazareth Oollege, Louisville, Kentucky.

The

story of accreditation of such schools has been previously told, suffice
it to say here, that this accreditation simply means these schools have
to let the American Library Association dictate what their courses and
methods should be.

The wisdom or folly of this for Oatholic Library Schools

is a much debated question at the present time.
In establishing Library Schools and introducing library science departments into their schools and colleges, Oatholic educators had as one
motive the meeting of the demands of standardizing agencies.

According

to present requirements, the high school and the college, seeking to be
accredited must have a library measuring up to certain standards.

The

following requisites of a standard library organization are laid down by

1.
2.

Sister Mary Canisius, Director of Library Science, NaZareth Oollege,
Louisville, Kentucky. Correspondence.
Oatholic Library "iiorld. Vol.3:71.

r

the North Central Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges:

appropriate housing and equipment for the library;
trained librarians;

(?)

(2)

0)

professionally

scientific selection and care of books and other

printed matter, and the proper classification and cataloging of this material;

(4)

instruction in the use of books and libraries as a unit course

in school curriculum;

(5) adequate annual appropriations for salaries

and for the maintenance of the library, for the purchase of books and other
printed matter, for the rebinding of books, for supplies, and for general
upkoep.

The accredited high school and academy of today must maintain
I

a library of at least 8,000 volumes for students' use.
In order to equip their members and students to meet these requirements,
Library Schools and summer courses in library science were begun.

Not

al'flays, but often, these minor or summer courses, while of much cultural
value, were of little commercial use.

While they aided the student in

study and research, and armed the religious librarian with I1library credits",
the secular student received no professional standing from these courses
that might aid him in procuring a position in a library, since they had
not received official recognition of the American Library Association.
The second reason for such courses was the desire to inject some
Catholic spirit into library work.

A consideration of the purposes and

objectives of the secular library school will show that it does not meet
specific Oatholic needs.

The secular library schools are those in which

professional training is given for prospective service in public libraries.

1.

National Education Association. Standard Library Organization For
Secondary Schools and OOlleges. 1918.
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A priest or religious or a Catholic layman intending to work in a Catholic
school library will be required to think and work in terms of the public
library, where he or she will never labor.
The purpose, methods and aims of a Catholio library are not the same
as those of the public library.

We recognize, for instance, from experi-

ence, that a school librarian is cop-cerned, not with the general public,
r:or with the technique of a public library.

It is a Catholic principle

that reading needs to be guided if it is to be useful.
ing's sake is stupid.
reading.

-:ie

Reading for read-

Intelligent use of a library does not mean mere

are concerned not simply with the question whether or not

Deople read; but experience and common sense lead one to distrust promiscuous missionary work in 00 oks, the mere salesmanship of books.

It is a

sound educational principle that quality means more than quantity, that
read mg may have bad as well as good results, not only morally, but also
intellectually.

Catholic libraries recognize the physical impossibility

of putting all the direction of students 'reading upon the librarian.
The teacher is the first and immediate guide for the stUdents' reading.
The school librnrian works in co-operation with the teacher.

Therefore,

entertainment, salesmanship, and other advertising devices used in the
public library technique are not deemed advisable in a Catholic school
library; nor is the librarian charged with the immediate direction of
student reading.
Our libraries aim to build up their collection of books upon the
basis of school needs and of permanent value, rather than upon popular
demand.

They need the guidance of Catholic principles in the use of books.

126
To insure that our Oatholic libraries \'ti11 be guided by Oatholic principles,
we must have librarians with Oatholic training.

The teachers now in Oath-

olic Library Schools have had their training from secular library schools.
In this fact lies a real danger.

It is natural for these teachers to

"pass on" the training they have received, and unless they have been thoroughly imbued with the Oatholic spirit so as to be guided co,tinually by
Catholic principles and ideals, they ,viII defeat the very pur)ose for which
the Oatholic Library Schools were established, namely, to be a corrective for
the false principles all too prevalent in libraries and schools.
There have been certain general results of this development of library
schools, both Oatholic and non-Oatholic.

One result obviously is the

increased number of librarians with technical training.

In fact there

are indications that the rrumber of persons with technical training has
grown more rapidly than the number of positions waiting for them.

In

consequence, the American Library Association is beginning to fear the
influx of the growing number of pupils coming out of library schools.
There is a tendency to tighten up standards for these schools, to make
the courses more numerous, the length of time demanded much greater.
Another result is that librarians are finding that technical training
alone does not make a good library assistant; that a thorough drilling
in mechanical methods and elaborate memorized rules of procedure cannot
take the place of scholarship, knowledge of books, mature judgment, and
other qualities requisite for good library work.

r
In detail, the library schools are criticized for such educational
~

faults as a multiplication of courses, padded to fill out the long terms
demanded for degrees, an exaggerated emphasis upon technique, to the neglect of principles, and a foolish assumption that the class-room can take
the place of experience.
The Oatholic point of view is that librarianship is an art like teaching, drawing, and the like.
means to the art.
important~

The science underlying it is useful as a

The technical side of library training is not the most

but it is valuable only as a minor adjunct of scholarship.

CHAPTER V
PRESENT STATUS OF CATHOLIC LIBRARIES
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CHAPTER V

PRESENT STATUS OF CATHOLIC LIBRARIES
In recent times, and more particularly since the beginning of the
twentieth century, American schools, especially the colleges and universities, have undergone a notable change.

Not merely have the numbers of

students in these schools grown enormously, but the whole character of
instruction has been modified.

This is not the place to go into these

changes in school methods in any detail.

The essential points of the

change~

sO far as they affect the school libraries, are concerned with the multiplication of text-books and reference-books, and with the new uses of these
multiplied books by teachers and students.

Twenty-five or thirty years

ago, the student read a single text-book, and consulted at the most a
few simple reference-books, such as dictionaries or encyclopedias.

The

teacher made a wider use of books in preparation for his classes, and in
is teaching passed on to his class the larger wealtll of knowledge and
interpretation gained from his own reading.

Nowadays the teacher sends

the student to the library to do something of that wider reading for himself.

That increased use of the library by the student takes, for the

ost part, two forms.

The first is the more or less rapid and current

reading of a number of books set aside under the direction of the teacher
as a special reserve collection.
undred volumes or more.

Such a reserve collection may run to a

Each student in a class is expected to become

acquainted with these books within a limited time.

The books circulate

rapidly, often under the restriction of use in the library alone or of a
ome use of as little as twenty-four hours.

The second form of student
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re.s.ding is for what is called by the general name of' "research".

In

actual practice, this uresearchu is r.lost frequently nothing more than
compilation.

But it calls for the use of many books covering a fairly

narrow and limited field.
It is obvious that these teaching methods make demands upon the library
which were simply unknOTIn a generation ago.

The library must increase its

book co lle ction in very definite ,vays, must inc lude many books of ephemera 1 character to meet the current demands of wide reading, must have
administrative facilities to care for an increased and at times intricate
system of book loans.

The new demands have been recognized and legislated

for by the various "standardizing agencies t1.

As has been noted before,

the high school or academy accepted as "accredited" must have at least
1

8,000 volumes for student use.

Catholic schools were generally slow to

adopt the new methods of instruction; they had a reluctance based upon
principle against supplanting the teacher by the book.

But they could

not hold out long against the tendency to imitate other schools, to be as
Il

modern" as anyone else.

Moreover, in library equipment and personnel,

they were subjected to pressure from the Ustandardizing agencies".

At

present, it is fair to estimate that the majority of the 2,516 Catholic
2

high schools and colleges in the United States

have complied with the

minimum library demands' imposed by the "standardizing agencies".

NeY-

ertheless, Catholic school libraries still lag behind the general average

1.

2.

National Educational Association. Standard library organization and
equipment for secondary schools.
Directory of Catholic Schools and Colleges, 1932-330 1,'lashington, D.C.

lap.

r

~
of school libraries throughout the country, both in size of book collections
4i

and in number and equipment of librarians.
There are many reasons why Catholic school libraries are materially
inferior to other school libraries.

First and foremost, is that Catholic

schools are in general handicapped by poverty.
upon tuition for their maintenance.

They depend almost entirely

Only a few of them have any endowment;

and not a single one has an adequate endowment.

Then, as a result of

very rapid expansion during the past twenty or thirty years, Catholic
schools are all too frequently understaffed.

Full-time librarians are

an impossibility in schools'which can scarcely be supplied with a sufficient number of essential teachers.

A third reason may be found in the

fact that, although Catholic schools have followed the lead of other schools
in the acceptance of current methods of instruction, they have done so
in part under.a sort of compulsion, and with an instinctive distrust of
experiments that seem to go counter to the wisdom of experienoe.
of these

reasons~

In spite

good and bad, for their inferiority in library equipment,

Catholic schools are making heroic efforts to build up their libraries
and to supply them \'lith librarians.
The Catholic Library Assooiation has already done a good deal to help
Catholic school libraries, by furnishing a clearing house for discussion
of library problems, by its work in making Catholic periodical material
available, and by establishing something of that solidarity amongst Catholio librarians whioh will tend to give them confidence and oourage.
it is not yet strong enough in membership to accomplish all that needs
to be done in aid of Catholic school libraries.

Individual religious

But

r ___________________________________________
~

orders in oharge of sohools are studying the library situation intelli1

gently and praotioally.

One congregation is doing a sort of pioneer work

by giving a oourse in library methods to its actual and prospective ]!in~pals

of sohools, with the purpose of impressing them with the value of

the library in a sohool and of creating intelligent sympathy with the
work of the librarian.
There are other indications of a developing enthusiasm for library
work in Oatholic schools.

The summer oourses in library methods, whioh

are the only oourses that poverty and shorthandedness leave open to the
majority of Catholic teaohers, are being made use of increasingly.

The

Catholio oolleges and universities offering these library courses are
gradually freeing themselves from the dominance of public library ideas
and ideals, and adapting their instruction and training to the needs of
Catholic sohool libraries.

In general, the outlook is hopeful, although

it is evident that in the matter of sohool libraries, as in every other
detail of educational equipment, there is still much to be done.
It is impossible to get oomplete and aoourate
about our Catholio school libraries.

informatio~

in detail

Very many Catholic sohools fail to

answer requests for data about their libraries, whether these requests
are made by a government or by a private individual.

From time to time,

the United States Bureau of Eduoation has gathered and published information
about school libraries by means of questionnaires sent to the schools of

1.

Siaters of Charity of Nazareth, Kentucky.

I

1!52
the whole country.

In Appendix A, these statistics for Oatho1ic school

libraries have been abstracted and presented graphically in the form of
mapS, showing the number of Oatho1ic school libraries in each state which
have 5,000 or more volumes.

Two years, 1908 and 1929, have been taken

to illustrate the growth of Oatho1ic school libraries.

It will be seen

that in 1908 there were 117 Catholic school libraries having 5,000 or more
volumes each; and that such school libraries had grown to 240 in 1929;
slightly more than a twofold increase.

In Appendix B, the total number

of bound volumes and of unbound pamphlets for Oatho1ic school libraries
reporting from each State is given for the two years 1908 and 1929.

Most

states show a growth; but some, such as Alabama, Oonnecticut, Arkansas,
New Jersey, North Oaro1ina, show a decrease.

The reasons may be varioue:

schools have been closed, schools have failed to report, or simply a more
accurate account of volumes may have been made.
College did not report in 1929.

For instance, Detroit

Appendix 0, which gives the names of the

Catholic schools, with the number of volumes reported in 1908 and in 1929,
illustrates the irregularity in reporting.

Hence one can only accept the

general conclusion, as approximate, that the Oatholic school libraries
between 1908 and 1929 have about doubled their book collections, from
something over two million to something over four million volumes.

Even

these approximate figures serve, however, to substantiate the statement
that there is active development in Catholic school libraries.

r
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7,700

9,800

304,374

260,526
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Number of Bound V~lumes
Dert.Int.
Dept.Lnt.
Alabama

1909

1930

5,000

7,000

St. Bernard -- St. Bernard College

6,500

15,050

St. Joseph--ft. Jose)h Collese

5,000

-------

40,000

14,000

-- Visi tation Acai...le;,1j

:,~obile

Spring

~ill--?rring

2ill Calleee

,~,rizona

Arkansas
Little Rock--St. John's
Subiaco--New

S~lbiaco

~e~inary

Xb~ey

5,000
15,000

10,000

8,000

------

-------

8,000

6,873

10,300

20,000

------

8,250

20,000

-------

7,200

California
:.:enlo ?ark--St. Patrick's Seminary
II

--ColleGe and C.mvent of the Sacr-ed iIeart

\I

Cakland--College of the
"

--~~t.

~~oly

Narlles

Ilary' s Co1Le~e

San Francisco--st. Ignatius College
\I

\I

"

\I

High Scllool

..
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N~mber of Bo~nd Vol~mes
Dept. Int.
Dept.~nt.

California (cunt)

1909

1930

Santa Clara--Santa Clara College

25,000

45,000

Al am e d a - - ~T 0 t reD am eSc h 001

-------

6,000

-------

8,160

-------

5,000

-------

10,000

------

19,877

Hol1ywood--Immac~late

Heart ColleGe

Los i\ngeles--Loyola E1 gh 8c __ oo1
Sacra~ento--2t.

Joseph Academy

st. :lary's College--?:t.

~.Iary'

s Col1e"e

San Jose--St. Joseph ::-1igh School

-------

5,000

Santa Rosa--)rsuline Bigh School

-------

6,000

Santa .Barbs.ra- -s t. ).nth0ny' s Li brary

-------

5,000

Venice--Loyola

-------

5,000

~niversity

Reference Library

Colorado
Denver--College of the Sacred Heart
"

12,000

--Regis Colle2,e

27,000

Canon C1 ty--:::>_mt st. Sc;;olastica Ac ademy

30,000

Loretto--Loretto Heights Cjl1ege

8,788

...

Connecticut
Hartford--Trinity College

56,536
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:~umber of Bound Volumes
De :)t. _nt.
DeJ.)t. Int.
1909
1930

Connecticut (cont.)
New Haven--Albertus ::agnus College

8,300

Taterbury- -2 t. :Iarg:lret IS 2 chool

5,000

~est

2artford--~t.

St. Joseph

Semin~ry

7,003

Delaware

District of Columbia
Brook1and--2t. Thomas
7:ashington--Catholic

A~~inas
~Jni vt,;rsi

5,000

ty of .:\;nerica

II

--Gonzaga College

II

- -:Jeor zetown

"

--Georgeto~n Visit~tlon

"

--St.

II

--;,;arist C )11e:;e

"

--Notre Dame

II

--~rinity

Ja~n's

~;ni ve

53,000
5,000

I'si ty

College

'9,739
Convent

5,000

5,000

5,000
12,000

5,175

~cademy

35 , 100

College

Florida
St. Leo--St. Leo College

294,716

6,000

15,500
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~umber of Bound Volumes
Dept .... nt.
Dept.Int.
19C)9
1930

Florida (cont.)

5,000

Jaclu:'.Onvi11e--St. Joseph's ],cademy
Georgia

----------------------------------Idal10
Nxnpa--~orth~est ~azGrene

6,000

ColleGe

Illinois
Bourbonnais--St. Viator 8u11ege
Chicago--Academy of

~~r

Lady

5,00:J

21,972

-------

10,000

II

--De ?a~l ~niversity

-------

39,109

'1

--Evly Fa:nily ;\cademy

-------

8,000

- -- ----

8,000

..

--:>:;rcy

~aGh

School

11

--.o:.l.nt Can:e 1 IIi 2,11 2 chool

-------

12,150

"

--Providence Hi:..;h 2,choo1

-------

5,212

It

--St. CasLdr ;\cademy

-------

5,000

It

--St • Catherine Ei gil

-------

5,0~0

II

--St. Ignatius :'UJl 2choo1

40,000

44,000

Scho~)l

142
Numb~r

of Bound V~lames
D8Qt.Int.
De;t.int~
1909
1930

Illinois
Chicago--St. Mary's EiGh School

10,746

II

--st. Patrick's Academy

11

--St. Yavier

Co1le~e

17,°25

J&c~.sonvil1e--R<)utt

Cullet,!;e

5, ·:)00

Joliet--et. Francis

~cddemy

7,000

5,000

Lake Forest--Convent of trIe 2&cred ::"G.rt

10,000

Lisle--St. ?rocopius Co1180e

21,900

'Jttawa--St. ::avier's Colle(;8

5,300

.:J.incy- -:: t. Franc is::: olan"ls Colle ge

9,700

II

14,000

River Forest--Sosary

Colle~e

Sock Island--AugJ.stana ColleGe

16,050

15,000

Wilmette--IIa11inckrodt College and IIaria Immac·J.lata .\cad.

13,357

Indiana
Collegevil1e--St. Joseph's College
Lafayette--~t.

Francis Normal School

5,000

17,365

5,789

143

of Bound VJlumes
DeJt.Int.
~ept._nt.

Nu~ber

Indiana (cont.)
Notre

1909

Da~,1e--Uni versi ty

of Notre Dame

" --ft. :.iary's College

"

Cldenburc--:.cad81:1y of the IC;:1aculate ConcGJtion
2t. nary-of-the-"';ooa.s--St. :,:ary-of-the-Woods Colle e
St.

~einrad--~t.

Alton--St.

~ary's

DEl. ven~JOrt--(' t.
Dubu~ue--St.

Anselm's Library

Academy
Colle;;e

.~:l!brose

Joseph

Colle~e

1930

70,000

137,068

6,000

17,460

--

7,106

8,000

35,430

24,000

-------

-------

5,000

-------

20,000

15,000

-------

--~--

....

11

--Clarke College

-------

13,400

II

--Columbia

-------

32,008

-------

8,450

-------

5,500

-------

5,00~

22,000

40,000

~~llege

"
"

--Visitation Academy

Iowa City--St.

~ary's

fchool

Kansas
Atchison--St. Benedict College (Abbey Library)

144
N~mber of Bound Volumes
Dept.lnt.
Dept.~nt.
1909
1930

Kansas (cont.)
Leavenworth--2t.

~ary's

College and Academy

st. 'iJary's--St. ::iary's Colleze

8,500
21, ;:::29

Salina--::arymount College

35,000
10,600

Paola--Colle2e of Paola (St. Angela's Library)

5,000

Kentucky
Covingtc>l'l--Notre Da,ne J,cademy

5,000

-------

:-Jazareth--Nazareth Academy (with Junior Cullec;e)

3,000

13,320

~ary's

Colle2e

6,000

5,000

Trappist--~ethse~ani

College

18,000

-------

St.

~ary--st.

:"ouisville--St.

:~::'1.Vier's

'=:i8,11 Sc __ ool

St. Catherine--St. Catherine of Siena

~cademy

------

9,000

-------

6,000

Louisiana
Convent--Jefferson Collece
New Crleans--Immaculate Conce;tion College

9,000
15,000

"

11

--Jesuit High School

6,038

If

11

--Loyola 7niversity

57,000

••

145

Number of
De)t.lnt.

Louisiana

1909

V6lumes
De)t._nt.

Bo~nd

1930

New Orleans--Ursuline Academy

8,000

St. Benedict--st. Joseph's Abbey

7,000

:.:aryland
3altimore--Academy of the Visitation

5,000

-------

5,000

---- ---

40,000

50,000

II

--Calvert ::all C')llege

11

--Loyola C.)llege

11

- - _. t. St. J 0 s e ph's ColI e Ce

5,500

9,000

"

--St. Joseph's Seminary

5,422

-------

II

--'::t.;.;ary's 2e;ninary and ·Jniv;rsity

35,000

-------

"

--llJotre Dame of ;:aryletncl Cullese

-------

8,752

0,500

-------

Charles College

16,000

-------

Ernmitsburg--:.:t. St. :.Iaryls Collese

11,000

30, octo

-------

5,000

Ellicott City--Rock Hill College

"

II

--~t.

Garrett ?ark--Georc:etown Preparatory School
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~umber

of Bound V~lu.es
Dept.lnt.
Dept._nt.
1909
1930

Maryl and (cant.)
Leonardtown--Leonard Hall

5,000

:;Iount '."ashington--:,:t. St. Asnes ;:.Ii gh Sc,.ool

6,225
60,000

"'oodstock--"'oodstock College
Catonsville--st. Charles

C~llege

80,000
24,500

:,Iassachusetts

-------

5,000

-------

5,000

-------

19,050

-------

7,000

Southboro--8t. Uurk's School

7,000

-------

"'al tham--:Jotre ;)aine Training School

5,500

-------

",'81l<3sley Eills--t':..cademy of the Assurnption

-------

5,000

'''orca p ter--).ssumpti on Co lle 2,e

-------

5,125

--Holy Cross College

33,000

80,000

Boston--Academy of Notre Dame
" --Academy of the Sacred Heart
--Emmanuel College

II

Danvers--f:it. J:)hn's

"

?r'J~)aratory

School

;

••

lJIi chi e;an

Adrian--St. Joseph's College and Academy

-------

10,000

147
]\Ii chi Gan

Number of Bound volumes
De}t.Int.
Dept.Int.

(c ont. )

1909

Detroit--Detroit College

22,580

II

--.i\cademy of the Sacred Eeurt

I.

--::!ary!...~rove

1930
68,000

-------

5,652

--------

16,483

-------

...,,
,5UO

-------

6,000

9,793

-------

~niversity

3<),000

50,000

EiCh School

-------

6,379

9,500

-------

-------

7,650

-------

5,000

5,200

------

-------

27,715

College

Crcha.rd I..ake---:t. ::ary's EiCh School
: :onro e - -~t. '·'a.ry' s Co lIe G8
I.Iinnesota
Colleseville--St. John's
Duluth--Boy's

Cat~edral

--2acred Heart Institute

II

I;inneapolis-- De La. 3alle

i~igh

SC!lool

St. Uarzaret's Academy

II

Northfield--st. Olaf College
St. Paul--College of
II

II

~t.

Catherine

II

--Collese of st. ":'r,omas

-------

15,000

II

--Cretin ::-:it;-;h

-------

5,000

~chool

148
~\umber

;:innesota (cont.)

11

--::t.

11

"

--Visitation Convent

Paul Seminary

~ToLtmes

De}t.~nt.

1909

1930

St. Pau1--St. Joseph's Academy
11

of Bound

De~t.Int.

6,500
::5,000

31,050
8,000
8,500

~.: iss iss

i

:J) i

:.ussouri
Cape Girardea·.l--St. Vincent's Colle'-.:e
Clayton--Chaminade College

12,000

-------

-------

7,202

-------

Columbia--Christian Collese

5,000

Conception--Cunc8ption C011e8e and Ab;Jey

l3,5;J0

30,000

t?,646

-------

13,800

-------

-------

10,000

-------

6,500

-------

5,000

De 2.oto--::t. c,t. Cle;;lents College
Florissant--St. Stanisla1.ls Se:ilinary
Glencoe--La Salle Institute

II.
~ansas
11

City--Loretto Academy
11

--uotre Dame de S ion

149
Namber of Bound Volumes
Dept. Int.
Dept._nt.
I.Hssouri (c,mt.)

1909

1930

Kansas Ci ty--Redet:1l)torist High School

-------

5,560

St. :!:..ol:tis--Academy of the Sacred lleu.rt

-------

5,286

-------

Ie; 54?
",

9,G46

------

-------

10,000

II

II

--Ac ~vl ern;;,' of ths Visitation

II

"

--Christian

"

"

"

"

- -:':aryvi 11 e College of tile Sacred Eeart

-------

e.,oco

"

"

--St.

-------

5,057

"

"

--St. Louis 'Jni va rs i ty

G7,659

134,633

"

"

--

"

II

- - <:~ :-.tIle t

Sl~'otLe

rs Col1eze
::igh 2chool

II

"

~lizabeth

11

II

,5.

:\cade~~ly

"

~Iigh

School

-------

14,500

·.:aria in Hipa

~:iGh

~~chool

-------

7,133

-------

20,000

-------

11,318

'''e bster ,]cove --Kenrick ::: er:linary
if

II

--'<'e bs ter Colle ge

;;iontana
Eelena--

~Tt.

St. Chi..irles College

8, 2l~

Nebraska
Omaha--Convent of the Sacred

He~rt

9,050

150

Number of Bound Volumes
Dept.In .
Dept.~nt.
Nebraska (cJnt.)
Omai1.a--Creighton

~Jni

versi ty

1909

1930

27,000

41,500

Nevada

Concord--St. 28.:11's Scrool
Hool;:set--IH. S·t.

~Is.ry

17,302

2er,1inary

9,656
6,085

10,000

20,000

16,000

5,500

6,000

Jersey City--St. ?eter's College

20, l)CjO

-------

Court Co11ese

-------

10,120

-------

1 Cj, 000

15,0'::::0

-------

32,000

-------~

6,600

-------

~anchester--St.

Anselm's College

New Jersey
Convent
Fort

Station--Col1e~e

Lee--Holy\n~els

La~ewood--Georgian

of 2t. Elizabeth

1::i;~h

ScrlOol

Long Branch--Star of the Sea
Newark--~t.

Benedict's

~cudemy

Colle~e

South Orange--Seton Ea11 College
Trenton--St. Francis ColleGe
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::umber of 'Bound Vo111rnes
De i')t • .Lnt.
Deut.lnt.
1909
1930

New Jersey (cont)
~,~!estfield--T:oly

7rini ty ::igh

~,','est :-:oboken--~t.

?rinceton--~t.

=~e\'l

6,500

-:icj:lae1' s Passionist "onastery

6,000

Joseph's ColleGe

10,000

::exico
?&nta

~~ew

~;chool

'?e--~:t.

::ichael's College

7,500

5,900

Al bany--Fema1e ;.cademy of the Sac red Ee art

-------

10,310

l·.nnanda1e-on-Hudson--c:;t. Stephen's Co11e::.;e

17,000

40,354

-------

1:),000

-------

12,000

-------

11,250

:5,000

26,000

-------

11,650

-------

6,500

:23,000

48, 546

7,OJO

-------

York

3rooklyn--St. Francis

CollG~e

--St. John's CJlle;e

"

--St. Joseph's Col1ece for

Duffa1o--Canisius

Ca11e~e

"

--D'Yoclville Cu11e e

It

--Ir;LacJ.1ate Heo.rt of :'c.ry

Canton--2t. Laurence
Dunkirk--f:t.

~omen

~~u.ry's

.\cd.de:r;~T

~niversity

,\cadel:lie SeL,ool

tI.

152
::~.li.1b8r

New

~tork

of 3;··.1l1d Vo 1.L~ e s

'='e)t.Int.
19:/;'

(c ant. )

~arjen City--~t.

?~ul'8

Yew ?ochelle--Collece

~f

De.,t.J.nt.
1930

School
NeD ?ochelle

19,:::(;4
5,3:30

'1

"
1 "

II

"

Ct. Vincent

II

--CJlle~e

~I

--Colleee of tLe Sac r e (1

" --Colle8,e of

C-I-

v.

17,712

=~ ear t

!:i"'rG.flcis Xavier

"

- - FordhLLlll 'Tr:i ve rs i tjl

40,000

rJ

--::cl11l~i.itt~rl

11,237

Colle' e

,...

"
"

!I

32,000
,'"'

'""\

...-..

;.:, JJU

--IJe\':

~{orl~

C~Lt.)lic

?rotcctor'y

0, •,__..
/'

~"'

'-.

V'~;

II

5,08,]

"
"
1.

II

-_Ct.

II
_ - ~/ a vie r
,.= i ,;h ::: C rlO 0 1
"
Ce as edt 0 fL:,-C t i on &8-'-G-.-c:-,-:-)"'I"l""'11-e-s"':e---'b:-~-:.---rl""(~":'~~7r:O:----------------

-----~-

113,OCO

153
:~U.l:lbGr

of

De iJt. I~t.

New '[orl\: (cjnt.)

De,,-~t.l.rit.

1 ~';.JS

Peeks!ci11--C't.'}a~;riel'

?lattsburs--"jmt

1':'30

s ::)clioo1

.\~'suil1ption

Insti t_lte

5,'?lS

15,000

::~O,

13,J"::0

:~

000

2,278

3:), GUO

Xorth Carolina

12,000
Juri)J.ll1--7rini ty C011 e 0;8

37,000
8,635

"

--~t.

~ary's

School

5,000

;,Jortb Dakota

-O[li

0

3rook1yn--St. Stanislaus Yovitiate

10,000

154
")e~_;t.Int.

~

(cont.)

1 9)S

Canton--Colle[:,8 of the Itllilaculate Conce,)tion
Carthagena-- C t,.

C~l

urI esC; e.;linary

Cincinni.'iti--"t.

~',t.

:~ary

DeA,:)t.J-nt.
1030
E,200

7,000

1 ~~, 200

r:e'J1indry

10,000
11,500

"

"

--~avier

~nivarsity

27,000

Cleveland--Cat edra1 Latin f'cLool

5,730
1 ~1 , ;Joe)

"

5,7:21

II

11

II

68,000

--'_'rs lline
II

1 C), C)C}o

Colle2: e

7,654
9,700

::1, iJC)O
5,000
II

II

?:'ast

--St.'ary's Im:;ti tJ.te

27 , 5~
5,000

~
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::-'Hnber of Eo:md 701 u:r.es
J e ~') t • In t •
Del)t • .Lnt.
19CjS
1°30

(C,-lHt.)

~o~nt

St. Joseph--College of

~t.

2t.

:os8Jh-on-the-~hio

10,000

New Lexinston--2t. Aloysius :cadsmy
:~

t. ::=:rtin---Srsuline ".cade:ny

':;;ll Ul~LJ.cl

5,000
t)

J

~'JOO

id- -:,;otre Da;ne College

8,220

5,500
!1

"

7,500

--::'t.Jrs;lla' s

"~cj_de!:ij

29,800
(3,000

G,372

"

E",OOO

C:,000

10,000

St. 3enedict--:'t • . _ne1 ColleGe and .:.eminc.ry

10,000

.

Pennsylvania

Beatty--St. Vincent Abbey

30,000

156
~'~:_Inbpl~

Pennsylvania (cunt.)

lTl~i

De)t.~nt.

1909

1930

IS,OOO

Co1le:e

ColleGevi1le--~rsin~a

e- -;:13 rcyfi·.lrst Call e .... e

of ",:;oclnd Volumes

~e)t.lnt.

------

-------

3,500

-------

15,000

14,000
I~f1:::a.c-t.llD. t

9,000

a- - I.ll'-llac ).1 u. t a ColI e ,'::8

Latrobe--St. Vincent

C~lleGe

5,300

It

Loretto~-St.

?runcis Co11eze
:>,000

:·JorthI::st--:t.
II

:.:::~rY':3

It

11

?hiladelJhia--~cu1em~
11

--'.cadei;lY

"

--La

"

--:~t.

~a11e

Co11e;"::8
.i.~igh

of

SCL"l0:J1

~otre

5,000
10,000

~ame

of tLe Sacred
C011e38

st. :oseph Co1le,J:e

l~8art

6,500
_____ L

11,803
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De~)t.I11t.

1909

Pennsylvania (cont.:
Philadelvhia--St. Vincent's
i'i ttsb;.lrgh--:,It. :,;e rcy
SC1~anton--;:Qryv!ood

De)t.~nt.

1°:-50

l5,OCO

~e~inary

5,000

.~.cademj

17,000

Collece

ll,5C'0
Villan0vQ--~U3ustinian

College of

~t.

7homas

7,000

--Villanova Collece

"

28,387

Rhode Island

South Cc.rolina

Tennessee
~emphis--Christian
II

--st.

~cnes

Brothers Collese
~cademy

10,000

..

8,000
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Number of Bound Volumes
De~t,Int.

Texas
Austin--St. Edward's Jniversity
Corpus Christi--Incarnate
Dalla2--~rsuline

~ord

Academy

~cademy

J-al veston--'Tni versi ty of :3t. :.:lry
La Porte--St.

~~ry's

University

San hntonio--Incarnate ":ord College

Dept.~nt.

1?09

1930

-------

17,550

-------

5,000

-------

7,500

;),500

-------

-------

6,500

-------

14,546

11

11

--Our Lady of the Lake College

-------

20,512

11

11

--Ursuline :.c ademy

-------

6,100

Jtah
Ogden--~acred ~eart

~cademy

Sal t Lake Ci ty--College of St. :,:&ry-of-tl1e-'::asatch

5,000
5,500

Ver;{lont
1.'.'inooski--St. ::ichael's College
Virginia

20,000

159
Number of Volumes
Dept.Int.
De?t.Int.
1909
1930

'.'Vashington
Uartin's College

-------

10,000

Seatt1e--iioly )James ).cademy

-------

8,150

Lacey--~t.

11

--LLl1acu1ate ConCei)tion School

-------

7,283

II

--:::eatt1e Colleie Eigil School

-------

5,000

10,000

48,000

-------

3,275

-------

6,021

Spok&ne--Jonzaga College Reference Library
--:~()ly

II

:~a;ile

Acade;lY

Tacoma--A'iuinas .!\.cademy
1-'

e st Virginia
~7heeling--:;t.

de Cllantc::.1 Academy

8,000

18,000

-------

II

--Notre ::)ame Convent

-------

5,130

"

--St. Joseph's Convent

-------

15,000

"

--St. ,.:ary's Academy

-------

6,825

7,036

18,500

-------

25,000

~

:,;ount Cal vary--Capuchin 1 !onastery

"

II

--2t. Lawrence College

160
Number of 30und Volumes
Dept.Int.
Dept.Int.
~isconsin

1909

(cont.)

26,244

Prai rie du r;hi en- -Can:)ion Hi gh S cb 001
11

"

"

--Sacred Heart College

st. Francis--Cati.10lic Hormal School and Pia Nono College

"
~est
~':yoming

11

--st. Francis Se.i1inary

de Pere-- St. Norbert College

1930

13,550
5,450
12,000

40,000
14,000
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